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Abstract
This dissertation demonstrates that through the careful application of hardware and software
techniques, general purpose code can be executed more than twice as fast as previously thought
possible. Exploiting parallelism is critical to high performance. The type of parallelism focused on
in this dissertation is intra-instruction stream, or fine-grained, parallelism. This is the parallelism
available within a small dynamic window of instructions executed on a single instruction stream
processor. Three mechanisms are analyzed on realistic processors running general purpose code and
it is shown that a higher degree of fine-grained parallelism can be exploited than has previously been
achieved.
It has been suggested that general purpose, or non-scientific, programs have very little parallelism
not already exploited by existing processors and can achieve a speedup of at most approximately
two. The argument is made that there is little to be gained by complex processor control logic; simple
issuing and scheduling mechanisms are sufficient to exploit all the parallelism available. This idea
has impeded the development of multiple function unit processors. In this dissertation it is shown
that, contrary to this notion, there is actually a significant amount of unexploited parallelism in typical
general purpose programs.
Three performance enhancement techniques are analyzed: dynamic scheduling, dynamic branch
prediction and basic block enlargement. Dynamic scheduling involves the decoupling of operations
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within a single instruction word, allowing them to be scheduled independently. Dynamic branch
prediction involves the use of speculative execution. Basic block enlargement is a technique that
relies on compile time effort and an efficient backup mechanism to exploit parallelism more
effectively. It is shown that indeed for narrow instruction words little is to be gained by the application
of these three techniques. However, as the number of function units increases, it is possible to achieve
speedups of almost five on realistic processors.

Yale N. Patt
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1 Introduction
This dissertation focuses on several different hardware and software techniques to speed up single
instruction stream processors. Enhancements to computer performance can be broadly placed into
two main categories: technological and architectural. Technological advances involve finding new
materials and techniques to make gates that switch faster and memories that can be accessed faster.
Architectural advances involve restructuring these gates and memories to allow more operations to
occur at the same time (i.e. achieving some degree of parallelism). Technological advances have
dominated increases in speed in the past but the technology is approaching fundamental limits. Future
increases in performance will be forced to rely more heavily on advances in computer architecture,
allowing more parallelism to be exploited.
Architectural advances involve changes in software as well as hardware. In order to exploit higher
degrees of parallelism, changes are required at all levels of an overall computer system. One basic
distinction is that between exploiting parallelism across instruction streams (inter-instruction stream
parallelism) and exploiting parallelism within a single instruction stream (intra-instruction stream
parallelism). When we speak of an instruction stream, we mean a set of instructions, formatted in
any manner, with a definite sequencing implied. That is, we assume that the instruction stream
presents a sequential control model. Between control points there may not necessarily be a particular
sequence of operations, but we assume that there is a single specified sequence of control points.
Consider the design of a multiprocessor computer system. An important question is how to
partition a fixed hardware cost for maximum performance. Is it better to supply a larger number of
simpler processors or a smaller number of more complex processors? There are not simply two
alternatives involved but a continuous spectrum of design choices. Even designs that lean heavily
on the side of complex processors can benefit from techniques for partitioning a job into multiple
instruction streams. Conversely, designs that lean toward lots of small processors can benefit from
techniques to get more speedup within an instruction stream.
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The critical parameter for this spectrum of design choices is the hardware cost per instruction
stream. In some situations it makes sense to spend very little hardware per instruction stream, and
in others it makes sense to spend as much as possible. A low hardware cost per instruction stream
stresses inter-instruction stream parallelism while a high cost stresses intra-instruction stream
parallelism. The main issues are the availability of each type of parallelism and at what expense in
discovery. Some of the main design issues are the following:
• Ease of design and manufacture; time to market
• Chip boundaries
• Application space

Simple processors have the advantage of being easy to design and build. This makes them
inexpensive and able to exploit new technology sooner. A more complex processor which can
execute a single instruction stream faster than a simple one may not pay for itself in many applications.
Also, there may be chip boundary effects to consider. That is, if in a particular implementation the
ratio between on-chip speed to off-chip speed is significant, it will tend to be more cost effective to
use processors that are simple enough to fit on a single chip.
Having a larger number of simple processors has the problem of requiring more independent
instruction streams. In some applications, for example the multitasking support of a large user base,
finding independent instruction streams is not difficult. In other applications, it may be necessary to
solve a single problem on such a system. The burden of partitioning a large problem such as this
into multiple instruction streams can fall on the compiler, on the assembly language programmer
and/or on the application programmer. In some applications, it may be difficult or impossible to
create a large number of instruction streams. Another consideration is that communication is
increased in a system with many processors and this may result in lower efficiency due to
synchronization.
In many applications, for example matrix multiply, the parallelism is so explicit that uncovering
it is trivial. For these types of applications, the processor design is almost irrelevant. Unless there
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is a significant imbalance between the number of registers and the ratio of computation to memory
speed, it should be possible to get close to 100% utilization of function units. Therefore, other factors
become more important, for example how the memory and processors are interconnected. In this
dissertation we are concerned with non-scientific, or general purpose code which does not have this
property that discovering parallelism is trivial. The main properties of general purpose code as
opposed to scientific code are:
• Basic blocks are smaller (i.e. a fewer number of operations between control points)
• Branches are hard to predict statically
• Memory access patterns are hard to determine statically

We will show that it is possible to exploit parallelism from non-scientific code, but doing so has a
higher cost in hardware and in software than that for scientific code.
We have been implicitly assuming in this discussion that all processors are identical and each
executes only one instruction stream. An alternative would be a heterogeneous multiprocessor with
some simple processors and some complex processors. This would allow applications at different
ends of the spectrum to take advantage of the parts of the machine most appropriate to them. Another
possibility would be processors that can execute more than one instruction stream simultaneously.
This would allow the system to dynamically move on the spectrum, optimizing for the current
operating conditions (we discuss this type of machine further in chapter 7).
One could argue that the maximum performance achievable for an instruction stream occurs at a
point of fairly low cost. The notion is that increasing the complexity of the processor will
categorically slow the processing down to the point that it will always negate any performance gain.
If this were the case then regardless of other factors, the optimal computer system would always have
simple processors. We reject this notion for two reasons. First, as we will show later, there exists a
significant amount of parallelism in most instruction streams that is not exploited by most processors.
Second, this notion contradicts historical trends in processor design.
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For a given technology, processors have continually increased in complexity (and in performance).
Processors have not always increased in complexity when compared across technologies and when
‘social’ reasons are considered (i.e. marketing, object code compatibility, etc.). However, as a
particular technology matures and allows a greater degree of complexity to be managed, it has
invariably been advantageous to do so.
Several recent studies, for example [JoWa89] and [SmLH90], have suggested that most general
purpose instruction streams have very little parallelism available, allowing a speedup on the order
of at most about two. This has caused some to say that intra-instruction stream parallelism is at its
limit and that future increases in performance must rely solely on inter-instruction stream parallelism.
We will explain in chapter 2 why these studies do not apply here. We will show in this dissertation
that the limits of single instruction stream performance are far from being reached in existing
processors. This dissertation focuses on this issue: examining architectural techniques to allow faster
execution of single instruction streams. Note that even designs geared to simple processors may
benefit from techniques to increase intra-instruction stream parallelism if the increase in performance
is great enough and the additional cost small enough. The purpose of this dissertation is to explore
that increase in performance and that additional complexity.
Statement of the Thesis
Contrary to conventional wisdom, which states that non-scientific instruction streams
contain negligible amounts of unexploited parallelism, a significant amount of easily
detectable parallelism actually exists in most general purpose instruction streams that is
not exploited by existing processors. Much of this untapped parallelism can be released
by dynamically scheduling nodes onto function units, as opposed to scheduling them
statically, and by increasing the sizes of the execution-atomic-units.
This dissertation has seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides historical background at two levels. First,
we discuss the history of architectural improvements to single instruction stream processors. We
classify processors as to how they have handled data dependencies, resource conflicts and branches.
Then we look at previous studies of single instruction stream parallelism. There have been many
studies measuring available fine grained parallelism with widely varying results. We discuss some
of the most significant ones and comment on their limitations.
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Chapter 3 presents two models of execution that provide a framework for the remaining chapters.
We discuss the interface model and the atomic unit model. The interface model is mainly concerned
with two interfaces: the hardware/software interface and the dynamic/static interface, and with
distinctions between the two. The atomic unit model is concerned with the manner in which nodes
are combined into atomic units. We define compiler atomic units, execution atomic units and
architectural atomic units.
In chapter 4 we present three microarchitectural mechanisms: dynamic scheduling, dynamic
branch prediction and basic block enlargement. These three closely related mechanisms are the focus
of the performance enhancement techniques analyzed in this dissertation. Dynamic scheduling
involves the decoupling of individual operations from others in the instruction stream so that they
may be executed more or less independently. Dynamic branch prediction, as it is defined here,
involves the use of speculative execution to exploit parallelism across branches. Basic block
enlargement is a technique used in conjunction with some sort of backup logic to increase the effective
size of the basic blocks being executed.
Chapter 5 introduces the abstract processor model. This is a model of a single instruction stream
processor incorporating features needed for analyzing the mechanisms of chapter 4. Aspects which
are not relevant to the issues being addressed are left unspecified and aspects that are directly
addressed are parameterized by the model. The abstract processor model of chapter 5 is used as the
basis for the simulation study, which is described in chapter 6. We outline the simulation process,
present the experimental methodology, and report on the results of the study. Finally, chapter 7
concludes with discussions on other aspects which limit single instruction stream performance and
areas of future research.
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Chapter 2 Historical Background
In this chapter we present historical background at two different levels. In the first section we
discuss single instruction stream processors in general. We look at the history of how simultaneous
execution of operations has been applied to exploit fine-grained parallelism. In the second section
we look at previous studies of the parallelism available in single instruction streams. We summarize
a number of such studies and discuss their limitations.
2.1

Single Instruction Stream Processors

In this section we provide a brief historical overview of concurrency in the data paths of single
instruction stream machines. We first categorize concurrency handling mechanisms within a
processor. Then we trace historical developments in how different mechanisms have been applied.
We are only concerned here with data path concurrency, that is the arithmetic units (ALUs) and
paths to memory. We will not consider issues relating to the format of the instruction stream; how
it is fetched or how it is decoded. These are important issues in their own right, but they are not the
focus of this dissertation.
2.1.1

Concurrency Handling Mechanisms

Concurrency can be broadly categorized into two areas: pipelining and parallelism. Pipelining
involves allowing a single arithmetic unit or path to memory to accept new inputs before it has
completely generated the result of previous inputs. Parallelism involves the use of multiple arithmetic
units or paths to memory. When we mention simultaneous or overlapped or concurrent operations,
we mean operations which are executed with some degree of pipelining and/or parallelism. A
processor in which operations are executed singly and each operation is fully executed before the
next begins would be a completely non-concurrent design.
Whenever concurrency is exploited in single instruction stream processors, three issues become
important: how to resolve data dependencies, how to resolve resource conflicts (if they are possible),
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and how to handle conditional branches (see table 2.1). We also distinguish the handling of data
dependencies between statically named resources (e.g. registers) and non-statically named resources
(e.g. dynamically generated memory locations).
Data dependencies are constraints on the ordering of pairs of operations and they fall into three
categories: flow dependencies, anti-dependencies and output-dependencies. Flow dependencies
occur when an operation generates a result which is needed by another operation. These are also
called read-after-write dependencies. They require that the first operation complete before the
second operation can be executed (allowing for a possible shortcut, or bypass of the intermediate
value). Anti-dependencies, or write-after-read dependencies occur when a specific storage location
is read by one operation and updated by a following one. Anti-dependencies can be handled in two
ways. The simplest approach is to allow the first operation to read its operands before the second
operation writes its result (note that some overlap is possible in this case but a constraint still exists).
The second approach is to rename the storage location so that the second operation does not actually
erase the value needed by the first operation. Note that if a third operation reads from that same
storage location, it will need to retrieve the value produced by the second operation. Renaming
schemes work by maintaining a logical to physical mapping of named storage locations to internal
processor registers.
The third type of data dependency, an output dependency, occurs when two operations update
same storage location. These are also called write-after-write dependencies. Similar to anti-dependencies, these can be handled by either enforcing a sequence on the two operations to make sure the
second one updates last or by renaming the storage locations and allowing any ordering.
Besides the handling of data dependencies, it is also important how a processor handles resource
conflicts and conditional branch instructions. Resource conflicts are not always possible. In a strictly
sequential machine, there would never be any contention for data path resources. As concurrency is
added, it may become necessary to determine if a ALU or path to memory is available for use by a
candidate for parallel operation. Branches also present significant tradeoffs. The use of dynamic
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branch prediction (see chapter 4) allows operations to be executed before the direction of the branch
preceding them has been resolved. We will show below that there are many options to addressing
each of these three issues. Often there are tradeoffs associated with how much of these functions is
handled in hardware and how much is handled in software.
2.1.2

Historical Summary

Early processors had no data path concurrency. There was no pipelining of operations and no
parallel use. The UNIVAC I was one of the first machines to employ concurrency by overlapping
program execution with I/O operations. Concurrency within the processor started with the pipelining
of instruction fetches. The IBM 7094 had a 72-bit wide memory and 36-bit instructions, so half the
instruction fetches could be eliminated in sequential code. The next step was the pipelining of data
memory accesses through the use of interleaved memory, employed in the IBM 7094 II.
As a natural extension of memory pipelining and instruction pre-fetching, machine designers
started to pipeline the execution phase. The Stretch and the LARC were two of the first processors
to employ execution pipelines. The Stretch had a two stage pipeline: instruction fetch and decode
and data execution while the LARC had a four stage pipeline: instruction fetch, address index
operations, data fetch and data execution. In these machines the issue of data dependencies started

Table 2.1
Summary of Single Instruction Stream Concurrency

Concept,
Machine

Data Dependencies
Static
Address

Non-static
Address

Resource
Conflicts

Branch
Handling

Early Processors

no overlap

no overlap

not possible

no overlap

Execution Pipelines

pipeline stall

sequential

not possible

wait

CDC 6600 / 7600

scoreboard

sequential

scoreboard

wait

IBM 360/91

tag forward

dynamic test

tag forward

wait

Vectors

compiler

sequential

scoreboard

wait

VLIW

compiler

sequential

compiler

no interlock

Decoupled

tag forward

dynamic test

tag forward

dynamic
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to become important. These early pipelined processors employed a simple dependency preservation
scheme in which an operation requiring a result not yet generated simply waited and held up
everything behind it.
Processors were then developed with multiple function units. The CDC6600 had a register
scoreboard which kept track of register reads and writes in order to detect dependencies. In the
absence of dependencies and as long as the appropriate function unit was not busy, instructions could
continue to be issued. In the CDC7600, pipelining was added to the function units, permitting even
more concurrency. A disadvantage of the register scoreboard scheme is that, when an instruction
blocks due to a resource or dependency conflict, it holds up all subsequent instructions. Another
disadvantage is that anti-dependencies and output dependencies hold up execution even though they
are only artifacts of a limited number of registers.
A mechanism that gets around these two disadvantages is the tag-forwarding scheme of Tomasulo
employed on the IBM 360/91. In this scheme operations wait in ‘reservation stations’ until their
operands are ready, allowing following instructions to continue. Also, anti-dependencies and output
dependencies are removed by separating the logical registers (architectural) from the physical ones
(reservation station locations).
Extending the concept of execution pipelines, vector operations allow the compiler to organize an
entire set of operations with explicitly known dependencies. These groups of data, or vectors, can
be pipelined very efficiently with appropriate hardware. In some applications, it is relatively easy
for the compiler to find many such operations. The Cray I employed vector operations as well as a
register scoreboard to take advantage of the explicit dependencies of vectors with multiple function
units.
VLIW machines are analogous to vector operations in that they allow the compiler to explicitly
label dependencies, but for parallelism rather than pipelining. Multiple operations are dispatched in
each cycle, having been organized into groups by the compiler. These machines typically have very
little hardware dependency detection, putting the job mostly on the compiler to avoid conflicts. The
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Multiflow Trace is one such commercial product. Using advanced compiler techniques, known as
‘trace scheduling,’ operations across many branches can be used to fill slots in instruction words.
Statically scheduled machines machines such as these tend to work best on code with branches
that are easy to predict statically, for example loops with known numbers of iterations. Another
constraint to static scheduling is variability in memory latency, requiring pipelines to stall to satisfy
memory requests longer than the compiler predicted. Dynamically scheduled, or decoupled processors get around these problems by having the hardware detect and satisfy all or most of the
dependencies. The concept of tag forwarding is extended in these machines to cover both memory
and ALU operations. Also, memory disambiguation, which is the comparison of memory addresses
to detect dependencies, takes place dynamically. Dynamic branch prediction is also generally used
to allow concurrency to be exploited across branches.
2.2

Previous Parallelism Studies

In the previous section we addressed how fine-grained, or instruction-level, parallelism is
exploited. In the section we will deal with a more fundamental issue: how much is actually available
to be exploited? Many studies have been performed which indicate that the maximum is less than
two. One effect of these studies has been the inhibition of the development of software and hardware
mechanisms for exploiting single instruction-stream parallelism.
However, the issue remains unresolved. One reason for this is that analyzing fine-grained
parallelism is intimately connected with specific execution models. As we will show, most studies
are closely tied to specific compiler, architectural and microarchitectural mechanisms. In this section
we look at the validity of generalizing these results. We will explore the relevance of several previous
studies to the application of new software and hardware techniques for exploiting parallelism in
single instruction streams.
2.2.1

Measurement Limitations

In this section we will discuss several different limitations that are common in measurements of
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fine-grained parallelism. These limitations fall into three main categories: handling of conditional
branches, compiler/architecture artifacts and processor/memory configurations. These limitations
represent characteristics of many studies which make it difficult to generalize results beyond the
specific models investigated. In the next section we will summarize several different studies
explicitly.
2.2.1.1

Conditional Branches

One property of the execution models of some studies is the inability to exploit parallelism across
conditional branches. Simultaneous operations are allowed only within each basic block (i.e the group
of work in between conditional branches). Across basic block boundaries, no parallelism is allowed
to be exploited. While this may be a reasonable constraint for simple compilers and simple
processors, modern software and hardware can take advantage of this valuable inter-basic block
parallelism.
There are several different ways to exploit parallelism across basic block boundaries. The
compiler may combine work from several basic blocks into a single unit, inserting fix-up code if
necessary in less frequently executed paths. The hardware may continue to issue work across
branches, maintaining enough information to backup in the case of a branch prediction miss. In
addition, the hardware may support multiple assert operations within a basic block, allowing the
compiler or the hardware to enlarge the basic blocks.
Regardless of the mechanism, exploiting inter-basic block parallelism is an important source of
speedup. Ignoring this opportunity to exploit parallelism prevents results from being generalized.
As software and hardware mechanisms become more sophisticated, it becomes practical to exploit
parallelism that was once thought to be unavailable.
2.2.1.2

Compiler/Architecture Artifacts

Another feature many studies have that is often glossed over is that code which has been compiled
for a certain architecture with a certain fixed number of registers, function units and ports to memory
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Figure 2.1
Compiler/Architecture Optimization Example
a = *++p;
b = *++p;

p
a
p
b

<-- p + 4
<-- mem[p]
<-- p + 4
<-- mem[p]

q
a
p
b

p

<-- p + 4
<-- mem[q]
<-- p + 8
<-- mem[p]

p
4

4

+

+
4

p
READ

+
q

+
p

a

8

p

READ

READ

a

b

READ

b

is often used to simulate a processor with a different configuration. The exact influence of this feature
is hard to gauge. The degree to which the compiler optimizes for the architecture as well as the
relationship between the compiled-to architecture and the simulated architecture are involved.
One common technique is to add register renaming as a final step to code that has already been
compiled for a small number of registers. The idea is to remove false dependencies between registers
so that the true parallelism can be examined. The problem is that this technique will only partially
remove artifacts of the architecture. The ability of the compiler to optimize (e.g. eliminate common
sub-expressions and redundant memory accesses) is influenced by how many registers are available.
Register renaming will not eliminate additional nodes or propagate literals to unchain flow depend-
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encies.
Consider the example shown in figure 2.1. Suppose we have a simple pair of C statements that
read two adjacent 32-bit quantities as shown. A straightforward way to compile this code would be
as shown on the left (we assume a, b, p and q are general purpose registers). The p variable is
incremented twice. In a processor with a single ALU, there would be no advantage to the compiler
to save the first address in a register different from p and have the second address computation add
8 instead of 4, as shown on the right. In fact there would be a disadvantage because it requires the
additional register q.
Now, suppose we take this sequential code and simulate a processor with infinite resources. In
the first case, three steps are required while in the second case only two are needed. It is the alternate
sequence on the right which would be more optimal given that the two adds can take place
simultaneously. Register renaming will not discover artificial flow dependencies like this. It is only
by having the compiler or the hardware re-optimize an entire group of work that these effects can be
removed.
However, this should not be interpreted as meaning that register renaming, or its more general
form tag forwarding is not useful for new architectures. Even if a compiler is designed for a specific
hardware configuration, these techniques are important in consideration of conditional branches,
variability in memory latency and dynamic memory disambiguation. We discuss this further in
chapter 4. In any case, it should be clear that results which use code compiled for specific
implementations are hard to generalize to other processors.
2.2.1.3

Processor/Memory Limitations

The third main area in which studies of fine-grained parallelism are often limited has to do with
the interface between the processor and memory. Frequently only a single memory operation per
cycle is allowed. While this may be a reasonable constraint for simple processors, results collected
this way tell us very little about how much parallelism is available to processors with wider paths to
memory.
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Another common feature is the lack of dynamic memory disambiguation. If a compiler is forced
to decide statically which memory operations are dependent, it must make conservative assumptions
about dynamically generated memory addresses. Thus, speedup measurements made under these
circumstances may not represent the total speedup available to a processor which disambiguates
memory addresses run-time, potentially overlapping more memory operations.
Finally, often memory is modeled as a perfect cache. The introduction of variability into memory
latency changes tradeoffs associated with operation scheduling. Unlike the other limitations we have
been discussing, this will make results more optimistic instead of more pessimistic. However, it will
change the performance of different mechanisms, clouding relative comparisons.
2.2.2

Summary of Previous Studies

Table 2.2 summarizes ten previous studies that have been made on the degree of available
instruction level parallelism. It should be mentioned that many of these studies have focused on
other issues. We will discuss only those aspects of the studies that are related to fine-grained
parallelism; thus, it should not be inferred from this section that the studies did not have other
significant features.
In the earliest study [TjFl70], Tjaden and Flynn analyze the speedup achievable by allowing
multiple instructions to issue simultaneously. They analyzed a modified IBM 7094 in which adjacent
sequences of instructions could be executed simultaneously if no dependencies existed. They
allowed an unlimited number of additional registers to be used in order to eliminate anti and output
dependencies, but they did not increase the number of function units. They concluded that an average
of between 1.2 and 3.2 independent instructions could be found per cycle by implementing
pre-decode stack which looked ahead 10 instructions.
The main limitation of this study is that the function unit configuration was the same as the 7094.
No additional function units or ports to memory were simulated. Thus, we do not know how much
performance improvement is limited by flow dependencies and how much is limited by resource
conflicts. Also, the instruction stream was not altered from 7094 compiled code. Even though an
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Table 2.2
Summary of Previous Studies on Local Parallelism

Study

Speedup

Comments / Limitations

Tjaden, Flynn, 1970

1.86

IBM 7094 machine configuration model
IBM 7094 compiled code
no parallelism across branches

Riseman, Foster, and
Foster, Riseman,
1972

1.72, 51.2

CDC 3600 code
[RiFo]: branch ‘bypass,’ duplication not prediction
[RiFo]: speedup goes as √
 j for j branches
[FoRi]: single port to memory
[FoRi]: static re-ordering but not re-optimization

Kuck, et. al., 1972

11.1

small programs
no variability in memory latency
no dynamic program information
no parallelism across branches

Nicolau, Fisher, 1984

2.65 - 988.5 trace scheduling compiler
scientific code only, perfect branch prediction assumed
perfect memory disambiguation assumed

Weiss, Smith, 1984

1.58

CRAY-1 machine configuration
CRAY-1 compiled code, Livermore Loops
no parallelism across branches
instruction fetch limited to 1 instruction per cycle

Acosta, Kjelstrup,
Torng, 1986

1.71 - 2.79

Livermore Loops, hand compiled but not optimized
no parallelism across branches
no variability in memory latency
single port to memory

Jouppi, Wall, 1989

1.6 - 2.1

static scheduling only
no dynamic branch prediction
no variability in memory latency
no dynamic memory address disambiguation

Smith, Johnson,
Horowitz, 1989

1.9 - 2.3

MIPS R2000 code
memory operations in order, synchronize on stores
no variability in memory latency
single load / store port to memory

Sohi, 1990

1.737

CRAY-1 machine configuration
CRAY-1 compiled code, Livermore Loops
no variability in memory latency
instruction fetch limited to 1 instruction per cycle

Smith, Lam, Horowitz, 1.94
1990

dynamic scheduling limited by instruction stream
MIPS R2000 code for dynamic scheduling
no variability in memory latency
single load / store port to memory
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unlimited number of additional registers were added, the code being simulated had already been
compiled and optimized for a machine with only a few registers and function units. Finally, this
study did not consider exploiting parallelism across conditional branches.
In a similar analysis, Foster and Riseman in [FoRi72] consider a modified CDC 3600. They did
not allow parallelism across basic blocks but the did allow an unlimited number of function units.
Also, they discuss the ability of the compiler to re-order instructions within a basic block to improve
scheduling. They concluded that a speedup of 1.72 was possible. One limitation with this study is
that the optimizations applied to the static code are strictly re-ordering of instructions that the 3600
compiler had already generated. They don’t allow the compiler to re-optimize the basic block for
the additional registers and function units. Also, there is still only a single port to memory.
A companion note [RiFo72] considers the effect of ‘bypassing’ conditional jumps by executing
streams in parallel. This is not equivalent to dynamically predicting branches and executing only a
single stream of code. They conclude by saying that:
“ Our results seem to indicate that even very large amounts of hardware applied to programs
at run time do not generate hemibel improvement in execution speed.”
Thus, even though their results showed that speedups of on the average 51.2 were possible, they
discounted this as being too hardware intensive. However, this conclusion is based on the assumption
that all parallel paths of a branch must be executed simultaneously. The authors did not consider
dynamic branch prediction to allow this parallelism to be taken advantage of by only executing a
single path. They had an interesting conclusion, empirically based, that the speedup grows as the
square root of the number of branches that are bypassed.
Kuck et al. measured parallelism available on FORTRAN programs in [KuMC72] and [KBCL74].
In this study, a program was broken into basic blocks which were then optimized and analyzed for
potential speedup. The results were then averaged together to get an overall speedup for the program.
Unlike the previous two studies, the static optimization of the basic blocks was fairly extensive,
employing tree height reduction techniques to decrease the total time required to compute a block.
Many of these techniques create additional operations in the process and in fact, the average operation
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redundancy Rp over all programs in the study was 2.4.
There are several limitations to this study. First, the programs being studied were very small, most
of them less than 40 FORTRAN statements and when present the number of loop iterations was
usually less than 10. It is not clear how this group of small pieces of programs, especially when
averaged together, relate to a single program running on real data from beginning to end. Another
limitation is that memory was not handled very realistically. It was assumed that the memory could
be cycled in unit time (which is the time for all ALU operations) and that there were never any
accessing conflicts. Further, for most of the data presented this constraint was included for memory
stores only. That is, all memory fetches were assumed to be overlapped with ALU operations. While
ignoring instruction stream fetches is reasonable for this type of analysis, the interaction between
data memory fetches and ALU operations is a critical aspect to instruction level parallelism,
especially in consideration of cache misses and bank conflicts.
The third limitation of the this study is that no dynamic program information was included. All
paths through the program which were determined statically were averaged together with equal
weight.
“ Thus, we assume that each trace is equally likely, an assumption required by the absence of
any dynamic program information. We feel this assumption yields conservative values, since
the more likely traces - which are probably large and contain more parallelism - are given
equal weight with shorter, special case traces.”
This is certainly believable, but it is not clear how one could even attempt to speculate how
conservative the data is. Also, the absence of dynamic information eliminates the possibility of taking
advantage of dynamic memory disambiguation. Potential conflicts between memory operations
must be made more conservative than is required. The final limitation is that inter-basic block
parallelism is not exploited. Each basic block is analyzed separately and the results are averaged
together. However, it should be noted that the technique applied to what are called IF tree blocks in
effect exploits some parallelism across conditional branches. A group of small basic blocks are
combined into a single unit with a multi-way branch. It is related somewhat to the basic block
enlargement techniques discussed in chapter 4.
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Weiss and Smith analyze instruction issue logic in [WeSm84]. Using the Lawrence Livermore
Loops compiled for the CRAY-1 in scalar mode, they simulate several different schemes for issuing
instructions. These include fully sequential, where instructions are started in instruction stream order,
to a tag forwarding scheme where instructions are allowed to issue out of order. They conclude that
the maximum theoretical speedup is on the average 1.58.
This study was concerned mainly with the effect of adding functionality to a CRAY-1 rather than
the effect of tag forwarding techniques in general. Thus, it is not clear how much relevance the study
has to other machine configurations. No additional ports to memory or function units are simulated,
and no techniques are used to exploit parallelism across branches. Further, the scheme simulated
does not take full advantage of tag forwarding:
“ We treat the register files B and T as a unit, with one busy bit per file, since it is not practical
to assign tags to so many registers.”
Also, the memory address disambiguation scheme uses dynamic information but does not allow
memory accesses to schedule out of order. In addition, performance was limited by allowing a
maximum of one instruction to be fetched per cycle. This may be a valid constraint for a machine
which has to implement the CRAY-1 architecture, but does not represent a fundamental constraint
on the issuing scheme. Finally, since scientific benchmarks (Livermore Loops) were used, these
results may be too optimistic for general purpose code which may have greater branch densities.
Nicolau and Fisher in [NiFi84] analyze speedup for VLIW machines. They conclude that speedups
anywhere from 2.65 to 988.5 are possible over the range of benchmarks chosen. This paper analyzes
a strictly static approach to parallelism discovery. Using a technique called trace scheduling, basic
blocks are enlarged and parallelism is exploited over a large part of the program. This technique is
similar in concept to the basic block enlargement we discuss in chapter 4 except that here it is strictly
static. This means that all branches must be known statically and that fix-up code is needed in branch
destinations that are not optimized for. As we will show later, when basic block enlargement in used
in conjunction with dynamic branch prediction, neither of these restrictions are necessary. Another
limitation of strictly static approaches is that memory disambiguation must be static. This study
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assumed that two memory references could always be disambiguated statically.
In a similar study, Acosta, Kjelstrup and Torng in [AcKT86] analyzed an instruction issuing
scheme to allow multiple out of order instructions to be issued per cycle. They evaluated Livermore
Loops under a variety of machine configurations and concluded that speedups ranging from 1.71 to
2.79 were possible. The benchmarks were hand compiled for each of the machine configurations,
but the code was not highly optimized:
“ In hand-compiling the benchmarks, a ‘‘dumb’’ compiler has been assumed. Such a compiler,
although being simple, fast and reliable, is not capable of improving the code it generates using
complex optimizations. For instance, redundant subexpressions and redundant loads are not
removed.”
In addition, the memory model was limited. Only a single port to memory was simulated and the
memory access delay was fixed. Also, there was no parallelism exploited across branch instructions.
In the conclusions they make the following remark:
“ ... dynamic scheduling in hardware can free compilers of burdensome static scheduling
decisions.”
This represents a common myth about dynamic scheduling. As we will show later in this dissertation,
far from removing a burden from the compiler, dynamic scheduling can actually places more of a
burden, albeit in different ways.
In [JoWa89] Jouppi and Wall present the results from an analysis of instruction level parallelism
in addition to providing some definitions. VLIW machines are mentioned along with three distinctions between superscalar and VLIW, all of them related to instruction stream format:
• the fixed format of VLIW machines makes decoding easier
• the fixed format wastes bandwidth with NOPs in sequential code
• the fixed format ties the object code to a particular implementation

They then go on to say that these distinctions are not very significant and so VLIW does not need to
be considered separate from superscalar. These points of comparison suggest a limited concept of
a superscalar machine. They are focusing on machines in which operations are compiled into a
single stream and the issue logic decides if multiple operations can be issued in parallel, stalling if
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they cannot be. They do have this interesting comment, however:
“ We will not consider superscalar machines or any other machines that issue instructions out
of order. Techniques to reorder instructions at compile time instead of run time are almost as
good, and are dramatically simpler than doing it in hardware.”
As we will demonstrate later, out of order execution can have very significant performance
advantages in some circumstances. This paper goes on to show that instruction level parallelism
ranges between 1.6 and 3.2. Their conclusion is thus that current machines already exploit most of
the parallelism available:
“ Thus for many applications, significant performance improvements from parallel instruction
issue or higher degrees of pipelining should not be expected.”
This analysis has three limitations. The first, as mentioned above, is dynamic scheduling. The
second limitation, closely related to the first, is dynamic branch prediction. The authors mention
loop unrolling (which is equivalent to static branch prediction) and show the advantages it can achieve
on scientific code, but say that these techniques are “of little use on non-parallel applications like
yacc or the C compiler.” This may be true, but it is important to know how much use dynamic branch
prediction is on a dynamically scheduled machine. The third limitation has to do with the memory
model. They analyze only pipelines with fixed, predictable latencies. As we will demonstrate later
in this dissertation, when memory is modeled more realistically, scheduling issues become more
significant. The lack of dynamic memory address disambiguation also reduces the potential number
of memory operations that can be scheduled.
Smith, Johnson and Horowitz discuss limits on parallel instruction issue in [SmJH89]. They use
instruction traces from a MIPS R2000 and simulate a machine with a similar function unit and
memory configuration. Out of order execution is allowed and an unlimited number of registers are
added through register renaming. They simulate both two unidirectional ports to memory as well as
2 load ports and 1 store port. They conclude that a speedup of little more than 2 is achievable in most
circumstances.
The memory model used in this study was that of a perfect cache. First, there was no variability
in memory latency. Also, all memory accesses were issued in order, and stores were issued only
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after all previous instructions have completed. Without more information, it is hard to know how
much this memory system limitation has limited performance. Also, note that the study used traces
from a processor with a single port to memory, and that there were no static optimizations applied
to the code. One of the main points of this study, however, was the influence of instruction fetch
limitations on performance. We do not consider instruction bandwidth issues in this dissertation, but
many of the issues that Smith et al. focus on are strictly related to the instruction stream format.
Unless one is constraining oneself to a re-implementation of an existing architecture, some of these
limitations disappear. There is no fundamental reason, for example, that branch targets should not
be made available at the beginning of a basic block, rather than when the actual test operation is
encountered. This yields more time to predict and fetch target locations. Branch target alignment is
also trivial to accomplish with a small cost in code space.
In [Sohi90] Sohi analyzes instruction issue mechanisms for the CRAY-1 running the Livermore
Loops. This study is similar to [WeSm84] in experimental methodology. Sohi uses non-vectorized
compiled code for the CRAY-1 and limits the issue rate to 1 instruction per cycle. He proposes a
mechanism which allows out of order execution, exploits parallelism across branches and does
dynamic memory disambiguation. He concludes that a maximum speedup of 1.737 is achievable on
average. We have already mentioned the problem associated with using code compiled for a specific
machine configuration on a machine with more resources. Since the CRAY-1 was used as a model,
there is only a single port to memory and in addition it was assumed that no memory bank conflicts
occurred. Finally, the result bus which carries function unit results back to the register file was only
allowed to transfer one value per cycle.
The last study we will consider is [SmLH90], where Smith, Lam and Horowitz analyze a technique
to apply dynamic branch prediction to a statically scheduled processor. Speedup is analyzed over a
variety of machine configurations, and a value of 1.94 is reported as its maximum value. The main
problem with this paper is that it is unfair in what it claims is a comparison of how a statically
scheduled processor with dynamic branch prediction would compare to a dynamically scheduled
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processor (also with dynamic branch prediction).
Dynamic branch prediction, by incorporating backup structures, allows parallelism to be exploited
more easily across conditional branches. No fix-up code is needed and run-time information can be
used to predict branches. We will discuss this further in chapter 4. These advantages are present
whether dynamic branch prediction is applied to dynamic or static scheduling. Given a statically
scheduled processor with dynamic branch prediction, the main advantage a dynamically scheduled
processor would still have is the ability to better handle variability in memory latency and to perform
dynamic memory address disambiguation. The authors make the following claims about the shortcomings of dynamic scheduling:
• hardware is complex
• only a small window can be analyzed
• branch point misalignment hurts

The last point is an instruction stream format issue, it has nothing to do with the scheduling discipline
of the hardware. The authors seem to have a limited definition of dynamic scheduling. They explain
dynamic scheduling by saying:
“To maintain scalar code compatibility, all instruction scheduling is done by the hardware.”
In fact, the concept of dynamic scheduling has nothing to do with scalar code compatibility. There
is no reason a dynamically scheduled processor cannot take advantage of the same things a statically
scheduled processor can (e.g. the ability of the compiler to optimize over large pieces of code, the
use of static branch prediction information and the ability to format the instruction stream in a way
that is efficient to fetch).
Further clouding their results is the fact that the performance data for the dynamically scheduled
processor comes from instruction traces of a MIPS R2000 while the data from the statically scheduled
machine is compiled and optimized for the new implementation. Also, the paper considers only a
single port to memory and there is no variability in memory latency. Related to this the authors make
the following remark:
“ Though real caches will have a definite effect on the relative performances, we believe that
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caches should affect both machines in similar ways.”
We will show in chapter 6 that for a single port to memory, the effect is indeed fairly small. However,
as we allow multiple memory nodes to be scheduled each cycle, the difference between static and
dynamic scheduling becomes more pronounced.
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Chapter 3 Models of Execution
In this chapter we present two models of execution: the interface model and the atomic unit model.
These models are two different perspectives on the design and operation of a single instruction stream
processor. They characterize aspects of a processor that are relevant to the issues being addressed
in this dissertation. They are presented to provide a framework for the microarchitectural mechanisms discussed in the next chapter.
The interface model focuses on the different interfaces present in a processor. The interface of
main interest is the dynamic/static interface. We define this interface and illustrate how it is distinct
from the hardware/software interface. The dynamic/static interface is important in clarifying the
tradeoffs between dynamic and static scheduling. Often this issue is confused with others from which
it is independent.
The atomic unit model introduces the notion of different collections of work that are indivisible
in certain respects. The atomic unit of primary interest is what we call the execution-atomic-unit.
We define this concept along with the concept of the compiler-atomic-unit and the architecturalatomic-unit. The atomic unit model provides a framework for the discussion of basic block
enlargement in the next chapter.
3.1

The Interface Model

A computer can be thought of as a multilevel system with high level algorithms at the top and
circuits at the bottom. In between are levels, or interfaces, which define sets of data structures and
the operations allowed on them. Examples of interfaces are high level languages, machine languages
and microcode.
The number and nature of these interfaces varies widely from system to system. Indeed, a circuit
could be designed to implement a specific algorithm, in which case there need not be any intermediate
interfaces. In practice, however, complex designs are specified hierarchically. Thus, there are usually
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interfaces defined even within a dedicated unit. In fact, a hardware device, for example a logic gate
or a transistor, could itself be thought of as an interface.
An interface is a specification. What takes place at an interface and when it takes place depends
on the type of interface and how it is used. A widely discussed interface is the hardware/software
interface (HSI) which defines the boundary between hardware and software. Another interface, not
as widely discussed but more important, is the dynamic/static interface (DSI), which defines the
boundary between translation and interpretation. We will compare and contrast these two interfaces
in this section. First some terms will be defined, followed by an historical background. We will then
discuss some basic tradeoffs associated with the DSI and provide some configuration examples.
3.1.1

Definitions

The dynamic/static interface (DSI) arises from the fact that algorithm solutions typically undergo
two stages. In the first stage, translation, the specification of the algorithm is changed from one
format into another. That is, a new algorithm specification is created at a different interface. This
new specification contains all of the information needed and the old specification is no longer
required. In the second stage, interpretation, the algorithm specification is executed, using input data
that is not part of the specification, and results are generated. The DSI is this interface between
translation and interpretation.
In practice the distinction between translation and interpretation can be a bit fuzzy. For example,
suppose an algorithm has no input data. It could be argued that the execution of the algorithm is
actually part of the translation process, where the algorithm is being translated into its output. In this
case the interpretation of that algorithm would be just to print the output. Conversely, suppose a
program is compiled only once and then run, it might be argued that there is no translation and that
the compilation process is part of the interpretation of the algorithm. The compiled code in this case
could be viewed as a run-time generated intermediate form. Thus, two concepts are important for
the definition of the DSI:
• a problem specification separate from the input data
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• a solution which can be applied repeatedly on different sets of inputs

By requiring this second point, we can distinguish translation activities as those that take place
only once. Consider, for example, a processor that translates the instruction stream into a more
convenient form and saves that form internally. Is this process translation or interpretation? By our
definition this is interpretation, because, even though the process occurs before dynamic binding
takes place, it will take place each time the program is run. Thus, it is important to distinguish an
external problem specification, which exists separate from the processor, from internal processor
state, which merely involves the caching of translated code. In all of the benchmarks used in this
dissertation, there was a clearly defined translation and interpretation process, and the input data was
easily distinguishable from the algorithm itself.
In contrast to the dynamic/static interface is the hardware software interface (HSI). The definition
of the HSI is even more problematic than that of the DSI. The question of what is hardware and what
is software does not have a simple answer. The extremes are easy to identify, but the distinction is
less clear in between. The crucial element in the way these two terms are generally considered is the
question of alterability. In other words, how easy it is to alter a particular process is related to how
soft the related interfaces are. We will not attempt a formal definition of hardware and software, and
thus we will leave the definition of the HSI purposefully vague. The problem with a firm definition
is that the exact conditions under which a process can be altered would have to be specified: would
one have to return the processor to the factory?, replace hardware in the field?, power cycle the
processor?, halt execution momentarily?, etc...
But consider the following notions. The microcode of most machines, even though it may be
stored in read/write memory, is probably more correctly viewed as hardware because it cannot be
changed without halting the processor. Even the microcode of the IBM System/370 model 145,
which is stored in main memory, obeys this definition because the memory region containing the
microcode is protected and cannot be changed without rebooting [Katz71]. However, the microcode
of machines such as the B1700 [OrHi78] and the QM-1 [RaTs70] should probably be thought of as
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software because it can be modified while the processor is running. In the case of a machine with a
built in translator, it would be appropriate to place the HSI at the translated-from interface as long
as the translation process cannot be modified.
The DSI and the HSI are distinct interfaces. The former is concerned with translation and
interpretation, the latter with alterability. However, in the majority of situations the DSI and the HSI
are identical. For conventional machines running compiled languages, the DSI is at the machine
architecture level. The high level language program is translated into machine language, which then
gets interpreted by the hardware. The HSI is also at this level because the processes below the
machine architecture cannot be altered while those above can.
Suppose we have a program that interprets a high level language. In this case, the DSI is above
the machine architecture level, at the interface defined by whatever intermediate language is being
interpreted. But the HSI is still at the machine architecture level because the interpretation process
can be altered. The DSI is above the HSI. An opposite example is a case where hardware translates
a program from one interface to another. The translation process is not alterable, therefore the HSI
would be at the interface which is translated from. But the DSI will be at the interface which is
translated to as long as the problem specification is saved externally, separate from the processor’s
internal state. Thus, the DSI is below the HSI in this case.
The main interface of interest from a performance point of view is the DSI, not the HSI.
Translation and interpretation are important issues, alterability is less so. However, the terms
hardware and software have certain legal ramifications independent from their engineering ones.
One way to define the terms that has nothing to do with alterability can be found in [PaAh85]. Patt
and Ahlstrom argue there that microcode should be considered hardware if it is provided by the
manufacturer and software if it is written by the user. This concept is distinct from those of the HSI
and DSI described above. It might be called the builder/user interface: defining the boundary between
what the builder provides and what the user has access to.
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3.1.2

Historical Background

The connection between the concepts of hardware vs. software and translation vs. interpretation
has not been made in a coherent manner. In this section, we will provide a brief background on how
others have viewed the DSI and the HSI and to what extent they have connected the two. People
have long recognized the two-phase nature of the execution of most programs. Hoevel [Hoev74]
addresses the DSI directly and argues that it should optimally be at an intermediate level. Flynn
[Flyn80], [Flyn83] also distinguishes the DSI. These papers, however, do not discuss the DSI in
connection with the HSI.
Myers, in chapter 3 of [Myer80], compares some basic approaches to computer architecture. He
distinguishes five approaches: traditional, language-directed, type A HLL machines, type B HLL
machines and type C HLL machines. The main feature separating these approaches is the level of
the DSI, not the level of the HSI. The discussion centers on the translation and interpretation process,
even though the terms ‘‘machine architecture’’ and ‘‘machine language’’ are used, which suggest
an alterability concept. The implicit assumption is made that the HSI and DSI are the same with the
exception of type B HLL machines, which differ from type A machines only in that the HSI is higher
(above the DSI).
Myers discusses a category in which the hardware translates as well as interprets, but he seems to
consider the ‘‘machine architecture’’ in this case to be the level from which interpretation takes place
rather than the level from which translation takes place:
“ Note that the type B machine has the same semantic gap as a type A machine. Its only
advantage over a type A machine is that the assembly process should be faster because it is
implemented as a microprogram or in hardware.” ;
This would imply that he considers the DSI to define the semantic gap. However, in his discussion
of hardware vs. software, he seems to be talking about something else:
“ Architects often use the following three criteria in determining whether a function should be
implemented in the machine rather than in software: (1) the function should be small, (2) the

;

[Myer80], p. 46
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function should be unlikely to change, and (3) system performance would suffer from a slower
software implementation of the function.” ;
These criteria are not related to the translation and interpretation issue and the second criterion
clearly relates to a question of alterability. Thus, Myers shows that the HSI and the DSI (by our
definitions) are separate things, even though he does not discuss them in this way.
Tanenbaum in [Tane84] separates the DSI from the HSI more clearly although he does not connect
the two together. In Chapter 1, multilevel machines are introduced and the techniques of translation
and interpretation are defined. He does not mention the DSI explicitly, but he does discuss translating
to and interpreting from different levels (i.e., movement of the DSI). Then, software and hardware
are discussed:
“ Any operation performed by software can also be built directly into the hardware and any
instruction executed by the hardware can also be simulated in software. The decision to put
certain functions in the hardware and others in the software is made on the basis of such factors
as cost, speed, reliability, and frequency of expected changes.” :
Thus, these two common textbooks in computer architecture illustrate how the DSI and HSI have
not been clearly distinguished. It is important when considering tradeoffs to know whether the
relevant interface is the HSI or the DSI. Alterability is important from an engineering standpoint
when considering issues such as cost, reliability or frequency of expected changes. However, when
considering strictly performance, it is mainly the DSI that is relevant. This point is explained more
fully below.
3.1.3

DSI Tradeoffs

To illustrate how performance is a DSI and not an HSI concept it is helpful to consider as an
example integer multiplication. Suppose we analyze the behavior of a program and determine that
multiplies by small integers are very common. One approach to improved performance is to remove
from interpretation those things which can be pre-computed at translation time. Thus, if the compiler

;
:

Ibid.
[Tane84], p. 11
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can determine statically when the multiplies by small integers occur and what values they have, we
could potentially improve the speed of the overall computation (depending on the relative speed of
addition and multiplication) by explicitly doing the shifts and adds that are necessary. This involves
moving functionality across the DSI. We have taken a higher level of interpretation (the multiply
instruction) and replaced it with lower level steps.
Now consider another scenario. Suppose we have a processor in which there is no integer
multiplication at the architecture level. If the problem calls for a multiplication, the compiler has to
generate individual shift and add instructions. We might analyze our processor and determine that
an atomic multiply instruction could operate faster than individual shift and add steps. Again this
involves movement of functionality across the DSI. It is the creation of a larger granularity unit (the
multiply instruction) as a single interpreted function which allows performance to be optimized. It
could be the case that microcode within our enhanced processor will emulate the multiply instruction
by doing shifts and adds at the same speed as they would otherwise have occurred. In this case, we
have moved the DSI but have not capitalized on that movement. Alternatively, we may have installed
a hardware multiply function unit which does a multiply with fewer propagation delays than separate
shifts and adds. Thus, we need to distinguish two different processes going on:
• the movement of functionality across the DSI (from interpretation to translation or from

translation to interpretation.)
• the optimization of the interpretation of a function specified at the DSI.

The second step is a basic step involved in the design of a processor. Once the DSI has been chosen,
it is straightforward engineering to evaluate the frequency of individual functions and optimize the
performance of those that are used most frequently. These two steps are closely interrelated. The
first step will depend on what will be done in the second step and vice versa. Note that even though
these two steps both involve the DSI, HSI movement tends to be related with the second one. This
is because often the optimization of an interpreted function will involve as side-effect a reduction in
the alterability of that interpreted process.
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Further complicating the interrelationship between these two steps is the fact that the complexity
of the compilation process is involved. An unsophisticated compiler would suggest a different DSI,
and thus would cause the interpretation process to be optimized differently than would a sophisticated
compiler. Two level interpreters are also difficult to analyze. In this case, the highest level interpreter
would be executing instructions which would themselves be interpreted by a lower level interpreter.
Note that the problems associated with translating to the lowest of the two levels are different from
the problems associated with writing an interpreter which executes above this level. Thus, it is not
always straightforward to compare the compilation to microcode with the creation of a macrocode
interpreter in microcode.
There are also bandwidth tradeoffs. Lower level DSI’s may increase the run-time bandwidth to
the highest level interpreter. Raising the DSI would lower the bandwidth required to this interpreter,
and since the lower level interpreters are generally smaller, this could be advantageous.
3.1.4

DSI Placement Examples

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of different configuration examples and how they involve DSI
placement. The vertical axis does not represent an exact parameter. It would be difficult to place
an interface on a single dimensional scale; here we only intend to abstractly illustrate the processes
involved. However, it would be possible to formalize this axis by defining some appropriate measure
of complexity. An example would be the total number of gates required for the execution of a
program. We could dynamically measure the number and type of each operation which gets executed
at a particular interface over the course of a program. Then the number of gates required for each
operation would be averaged.
The first example represents a conventional interpreter. The high level language program gets
translated into an intermediate level code. Then it gets interpreted by a program running on a
conventional microprogrammed machine. There are three levels of interpretation involved: the
intermediate level code by the machine level code, the machine level code by the microcode and the
microcode by the gates. In the next example we show a conventional microprogrammed machine
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running compiled code. In this case the intermediate code step is eliminated and the compiler
translates directly to the machine language level. This eliminates the third level of interpretation.
Dynamic microprogramming in a concept which has the same DSI placement as this conventional
compiled code case but lowers the HSI. The motivation behind dynamic microprogramming is to
allow the DSI to be better matched to the problem being run. By lowering the HSI, the level in
between the HSI and the DSI becomes alterable, thus the DSI can be changed for different problems
being run. Examples of dynamic microprogramming are the Burroughs B1700 series [OrHi78] and
the QM-1 [RaTs70].
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Cook and Flynn describe a dynamically microprogrammable computer in [CoFl70], and Flynn,
Neuhauser and McClure describe the EMMY system at Stanford in [FlNM75], which was similar.
Also, the ‘Interpreter’ is described in [ReFF72], a system similar to the QM-1. Rauscher and
Agrawala discuss the application of dynamically microprogrammable machines in [RaAg78]. Most
of these papers and books, however, do not explicitly address the issue of DSI placement. The main
point behind dynamic microprogramming is HSI placement, not DSI placement. That is, the goal is
to make the lower level process alterable in order to tune the machine to different problems being
run. It is generally assumed that the DSI should be where it typically has been in similar
microprogrammed machines. In other words, these machines are generally designed as interpreters,
they are not set up to handle placement of the DSI at the HSI (compiling down to the microcode
level).
Taking an opposite approach from dynamic microprogramming is vertical migration. The
principle here is to optimize the interpretation of some sequence of operations, generally raising the
HSI in the process. In some cases the DSI is raised with the HSI, and in some cases it remains
unchanged. The difference lies in whether the functions that are vertically migrated are then
translated to, or are then used by an interpreter. In other words, it could be a sequence of operations
which are themselves part of an interpreter which are being combined into a single optimized unit
or it could be a sequence of operations which are part of a translated file. In either case, the motivation
behind this idea is to eliminate redundant operations within a sequence of commonly executed
functions. Performance is also increased because of reduced instruction bandwidth. Raising the HSI
is usually associated with this because the new function is generally not alterable. The implementor
of the functions which were vertically migrated had a finer level of control than would be possible
using constructs above the HSI. In the typical example, functions that were previously written in the
macrocode of a conventional processor are rewritten in microcode, which then becomes part of the
hardware.
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Hassit and Lyon describe an application of vertical migration in [HaLy76] and [HaLL73]. This
was a vertical migration of selected APL primitives. The primitives were microcoded on an IBM
System/370 model 25. Weber describes an implementation of EULER on an IBM System/360 model
30 in [Webe67]. Luque and Ripoll provide a summary and overview of vertical migration in
[LuRi81]. Pihlgren describes the vertical migration of COBOL primitives in [Pihl80]. These are just
a few examples of the many papers published in this area.
The next example in figure 3.1 involves the compilation to microcode or to an interface with a
low level of complexity. This could be thought of as representing reduced instruction set machines.
Of course, there is no consensus on what defines a reduced instruction set machine. We consider in
this example only those machines that put the DSI and the HSI at the lowest level possible, since this
is the critical issue. Examples of these machines are the IBM 801 [Radi83], the Berkeley RISC
[Patt82], [PaSe82], the Stanford MIPS [HJGB82], [HJPR82], and the HP Spectrum [BiWo86],
[MCFH86].
The basic feature of the reduced instruction set idea is to lower the DSI as well as the HSI. The
dynamic microprogramming idea discussed above advocated the lowering of the HSI, but not the
DSI. Some papers justifying the ‘reduced instruction set’ concept seem to gloss over the fact that the
DSI is lower as well as the HSI. For example, Radin, in [Radi83], makes the following statement
with regard to the IBM 801:
“ ... the benefits claimed [of microcode] are generally not due to the power of the instructions
as much as to their residence in a high-speed control store. This amounts to a hardware
architect attempting to guess which subroutines, or macros, are most frequently used and
assigning high-speed memory to them. ... The 801 CPU gets its instructions from an ‘instruction
cache’ which is managed by least recently used information. Thus, all frequently used functions
are very likely to be found in this high-speed storage, ...” ;
Birnbaum and Worley also make an equivalent remark about the HP Spectrum family. : What they
fail to make clear is that the DSI has been lowered as well as the HSI. Making the comparison

;
:

[Radi83], p. 237
[BiWo86], p. 41
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between a control store and an instruction cache is not as simple as they might have you believe
because one has microinstructions below the DSI and the other has microinstructions above the DSI.
These are two very different situations and a comparison is not simple. Besides, some computers
cache the control store without lowering the DSI, for example the Burroughs B1726 [OrHi78]. The
hit ratio of a control store cache depends only on the frequency of individual instructions. The hit
ratio of an instruction cache depends on instruction stream locality, compiler technology, and how
dynamic the environment is.
The next DSI placement example represents a higher performance version of the second example.
Here, the microcode interpreter has been eliminated and the machine language level is executed
directly. There are many issues involved in such a machine. First, the instruction set architectures
of many processors do not lend themselves to hardwired implementations. If the architecture was
designed with a microprogrammed state machine model in mind, it can be difficult to convert it into
a more appropriate data flow graph model. Most high performance versions of microprogrammed
machines have a significant amount of hardware support for high frequency instructions. Some
instructions may be executed in a single cycle through the use of special hardware while others may
go through a many cycles sequence. Thus, the distinction between the second and fourth examples
is not always so clear.
Alternatively, if the instruction set architecture is designed specifically with a hardwired implementation in mine, the distinction between the third and fourth examples becomes fuzzy. Making
this distinction involves some analysis of the complexity of the interfaces, which is difficult at best.
In the next section we introduce a model which can make these distinctions clearer by focusing on
different levels of atomic units of work.
The last example in figure 3.1 is the high level language machine. In this case the HSI is raised to
the high level language level. The DSI is also generally raised as high as possible, usually to an
intermediate level below the HSI. The SYMBOL machine was an early example of this [RiSm71],
[SRCL71], [Rice81]. In this case, the HSI is at the SYMBOL language level [Ditz81] since the
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hardware is able to accept SYMBOL language input, while the DSI is at a slightly lower level
represented by the internal representation of a SYMBOL program. The hardware of the machine
translates a SYMBOL program into this intermediate form (removes redundant blanks, changes
keywords into bit strings, replaces symbolic addresses to pointers, etc.). After this translation has
been completed for the entire program, execution begins.
Another example of a high level language machine is the Abacus machine that ran BASIC
[BuFS78]. Like SYMBOL, this machine has the HSI at the high level language level and the DSI
slightly below. Abacus did a hardware translation similar to that performed by SYMBOL before
starting the execution of the program. A FORTRAN machine [BaSK67] also falls into this general
category. The HSI is at the FORTRAN level, the DSI is slightly below. Finally, there is a machine
proposed by Chu and Abrahms [ChAb81], [Chu79]. Unlike the previous examples, we would place
the DSI for this machine actually at the high level language level. During the execution of the
program, the hardware actually scans the source code and executes it. No translation is done prior
to this, and there exists no other specification of the program other than the source code. (Note,
however, that a processor with the DSI at the high level language level could internally cache a
translated portion of the program.)
3.2

The Atomic Unit Model

In this section we discuss the notion of an indivisible unit of work, or an atomic unit. An important
property of the model discussed in this section is that the atomic units have a defined size. The way
atomic unit size is defined is not critical as long as it is consistent. In this section we will talk about
the size of an atomic unit in terms of the number of nodes that implement the atomic unit.
Conceptually, a node is the most primitive unit the processor can execute, for example a simple
arithmetic operation, a load or a store. The exact set of nodes that any given processor implements
is different, but it will not be important for the purpose of this section to identify the set of nodes
explicitly. We have identified three separate types of atomic units: architectural-atomic-units,
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compiler-atomic-units, and execution-atomic-units. We define each of them below and then discuss
tradeoffs associated with their sizes. Finally we present some examples of CAU/EAU configurations.
3.2.1

Definitions

A compiler-atomic-unit (CAU) is the smallest indivisible unit of work that the compiler generates.
These may be individual nodes or they may be larger units of work. For example, if a compiler
generates an instruction which does a register relative load (a constant is added to a register and the
memory contents at that address are loaded into another register), this would represent a CAU with
a size of two nodes. The instruction is indivisible because the compiler does not specify the add node
explicitly (even if it could have using other instructions).
An architectural-atomic-unit (AAU) is that set of nodes which is atomic with respect to interrupts
and exceptions. By definition, the state of the process being executed can only be preserved at an
architectural atomic unit boundary. The specification of these units is relevant to interrupt latency
and exception handling. For most processors, AAU’s are the same as individual machine instructions
(i.e. CAU’s). Interrupts and exceptions are only handled at instruction boundaries. AAU’s could also
be larger than CAU’s (if some instruction boundaries were defined to be un-interruptible) or smaller
than CAU’s (if some machine instructions could be interrupted). The latter would be the case for
block move instructions which can be interrupted and restarted where the left off (e.g., if a page fault
within an instruction causes the instruction to be continued rather than restarted).
Note that temporary results that are used only within an AAU do not have to be named explicitly.
That is, the output of one node can go directly to the input of another node without going through an
explicitly named register, allowing fewer general purpose registers to be architecturally specified.
Thus, larger architectural-atomic-units potentially decrease the size of the architectural state of the
machine, making context switching less expensive.
In the case of machines with imprecise exceptions the concept of an architectural-atomic-unit is
not well defined. Suppose that a floating point multiply followed by a load is defined in such a way
that if the multiply generates an exception, the load may have already occurred when the exception
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handler is entered. In this case, there is no clear unit of work which is atomic with respect to
exceptions. The point at which exceptions are taken depends on the sequence of instructions that
gets executed. For the purpose of this section, we consider only processors which implement precise
exceptions.
Execution-atomic-units (EAU’s) are groups of nodes that get executed together as a single unit.
An EAU is indivisible in the sense that the processor cannot execute only part of it. If some event
occurs which prevents the EAU from being terminated normally, the processor backs up, throwing
away the entire EAU. In most machines, the EAU’s are the same as the AAU’s (which are in turn
the same as the CAU’s). The use of imprecise exceptions is analogous to increasing the EAU size
beyond the size of the CAU’s. The hardware is simpler because individual instruction boundaries
are not always preserved. In the next section we discuss tradeoffs between atomic unit sizes more
fully.
3.2.2

Atomic Unit Tradeoffs

Since exceptions are architecturally defined at AAU boundaries, this is where most processors
also place EAU’s. The processor thus implements precision at this level. An AAU either completes
or is backed up. AAU’s and EAU’s do not have to match but allowing the EAU’s to increase beyond
the size of the AAU’s is non-trivial and requires the implementation of some sort of backup hardware.
In the event that an AAU boundary in the middle of an EAU needs to be preserved, the backup
hardware restores the state of a machine to the beginning of the EAU. Execution then proceeds down
a different path.
But why bother with such a scheme? As we will show in the next chapter, there are some good
reasons to have large EAU’s. Enlarging EAU’s to the size of basic blocks is fairly straightforward.
(A basic block is that unit of work in between branch instructions.) We will show how EAU’s can
also encompass multiple basic blocks. In this case, branches that are within an EAU must be verified
at run-time, causing backup if they fail. Thus, minimum hardware requirements are a scheme that
allows backup to the start of the EAU and the ability to efficiently execute branch confirmation nodes.
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We call EAU’s which encompass embedded branch fault instructions enlarged basic blocks. This
concept is discussed more fully in the next chapter.
Larger EAU’s allow parallelism to be exploited over a larger instruction window more efficiently.
The compiler is able to optimize and schedule more operations as a single unit. It may be possible
to eliminate work which was previously computed more than once due to register limitations. Also,
larger EAU’s allow an increased utilization of issue bandwidth. That is, by allowing a larger unit of
work to be packed together, it is easier to maximize the rate at which work is entered into the data
path. This has increased significance for dynamically scheduled machines, where the packing of
work is only limited by EAU size, not by data dependencies.
An important issue that relates to this advantage has to do with compiler-atomic-units. It is
important to consider the degree to which the CAU’s are matched to the to the implementation. The
CAU’s may be fairly independent from an exact implementation, or alternatively they may be
formatted exactly into the set of nodes which get issued into the machine on each cycle. If the
execution-atomic-units are larger than compiler-atomic-units, the mechanism for packing compileratomic-units into execution-atomic-units becomes an important issue. This packing can either be
done at translation time or at run-time. If the compiler-atomic-units are formatted to match the
implementation, as would be the case for a statically scheduled machine or for some dynamically
scheduled machines [HwPa86], the compiler does the packing statically. If, however, the compileratomic-units are independent from the implementation the packing must be done dynamically. This
might be the case if a buffer against changes in technology is desired or if an existing architecture is
being implemented. We refer to the hardware that does this kind of packing as a ‘fill unit.’ We
describe one potential implementation of a fill unit in chapter 5.
3.2.3

CAU and EAU Size Examples

Figure 3.2 illustrates some examples of different CAU and EAU sizes. In the case that the compiler
specifies individual nodes, then the CAU size will be equal to one. All three points on the left fall
into this category. If alternatively the compiler specifies units of work that encompass multiple
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Figure 3.2
CAU Size vs. EAU Size Examples

node level ISA,
high performance
processor with
speculative
execution

Average Number of Nodes per EAU
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8

node level ISA,
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processor, no
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execution

4

high level ISA,
no speculative
execution

2

node level ISA,
low performance
processor

1

1

2

4

Average Number of Nodes per CAU

nodes, the CAU size would be larger, for example four as illustrated. The diagonal line represents
machines in which the CAU’s and EAU’s are equal in size. Conventional processors lie on this line.
In the lower left is an example of a machine with a low level instruction set architecture (individual
nodes) and a processor which executes the nodes as individual units. Such a processor may employ
many performance enhancing techniques, but the EAU size is equal to one because all instruction
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boundaries are preserved by the hardware. The machine at the other end of this line would be one
in which individual instructions contain multiple operations.
Moving up vertically is the case of a CAU size of one and an EAU size of four. This would be
the case for a processor that allows the compiler to specify individual nodes but only preserves
atomicity at a larger level, for example each basic block. This would be the case for a processor with
overlapped execution within a basic block but no speculative execution. At the upper left is the case
where EAU’s are allowed to encompass multiple basic blocks. This requires a processor that supports
speculative execution and has some sort of backup hardware. In the next chapter we discuss
mechanisms related to processors with multiple basic block EAU’s.
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Chapter 4 Microarchitectural Mechanisms
This chapter draws on the two models discussed in the previous chapter and describes various
choices in the design of a microarchitecture. We define microarchitecture as what is below both the
HSI and the DSI, as discussed in the previous chapter. That is, we are only interested in that part of
the processor that is not alterable and directly interprets a problem specification. If hardware
translates the program to a new specification before execution, we do not consider that here; if a
processor executes a program that is itself an interpreter of a higher level machine language, we will
consider only the lowest level interpreter. However, we do consider mechanisms where a processor
translates an instruction stream into a different form internally.
In this chapter we first discuss the concept of local parallelism and then present three
microarchitectural mechanisms that are the subject of this dissertation: dynamic scheduling, dynamic
branch prediction and basic block enlargement. Dynamic scheduling involves the decoupling of
nodes from others with which they are issued. This decoupling permits nodes to be scheduled to
function units when their operands are ready and not prevent others from being scheduled when their
operands are not. Dynamic branch prediction involves the use of speculative execution to exploit
parallelism across basic block boundaries. Basic block enlargement is a technique which works in
conjunction with dynamic branch prediction to allow the basic blocks as executed by the hardware
to be larger than those which are specified by the program.
4.1

Local Parallelism

We define local parallelism as parallelism that exists within a small window of the dynamic
instruction stream. It is only this parallelism that a single instruction stream processor can take
advantage of. Global program transformation techniques can be used to exploit other kinds of
parallelism. One example is by converting a program into multiple instruction streams and utilizing
multiple processors. We assume for the purposes of this dissertation that, from the point of view of
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single processor, there still exists a sequential control-flow oriented instruction stream, and in this
case local parallelism is all that is available.
Consider the overall parallelism available in an application. Parallelism is a characteristic of the
overall problem that is being solved. That is, the definition of the problem permits certain things to
take place simultaneously. The parallelism that exists at this highest level must be discovered before
it can be used. This discovery can take place at many different levels: at the algorithm level, at the
program level, at the machine code level and at the individual node level. Exactly what discovering
parallelism means is different for translations (above the DSI) and for interpretations (below the
DSI).
Above the DSI, discovering parallelism means translating to an interface in which parallelism is
explicitly represented. For example, a programmer may take an algorithm specification and create
several independent subroutines in some parallel programming language. In this case, the programmer has discovered the parallelism in the algorithm by translating it into explicitly parallel pieces of
code. Another example would be a compiler that creates vectorized code in which pipelining is
explicitly represented. The compiler has discovered the parallelism by taking what had been a
sequential loop and translating it into an interface in which pipelined operations are specified
explicitly.
Thus, to discover parallelism above the DSI, the interfaces being translated to must have some
way to represent parallel operations. Then, the translations or interpretations at lower levels know
explicitly what is independent. This parallelism can be exploited in a straightforward manner. But
creating a interface that represents parallelism is non-trivial. In addition, most of the effort that has
gone into these higher level translations (i.e. algorithm design, programming language design and
machine language design) has been toward sequential models.
Thus, translations typically involve a reduction in the degree of apparent parallelism. For example,
the algorithm designer decides on a sequence of steps which need not actually occur one after another
to solve the problem; or the programmer decides on a sequence of statements which may occur in
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parallel and still satisfy the algorithm; or the code generator translates into a sequence of machine
instructions in the same way. Parallelism that is hidden in this way is not necessarily lost forever.
It may possibly be discovered at lower levels, either by other translators or by interpretations.
Discovering parallelism below the DSI is a different issue. Here, the idea is to take operations
defined in a sequential model and dynamically allow overlap to occur. That is, the higher level
translator has created units of work which semantically occur with no concurrency and the lower
level interpreter applies concurrency to them. As we showed in Chapter 1, virtually all processors
do this to some extent. A simple execution pipeline in which the hardware guarantees data
dependencies is the simplest form of this type of discovery. More complex processors which do
branch prediction and dynamic scheduling are other examples.
It is important to distinguish parallelism discovery from parallelism exploitation. In order to
exploit parallelism, it must have first been discovered, but it only has to be discovered once. Thus,
if the compiler has generated code in which parallelism is explicitly represented, the processor may
exploit a great deal of parallelism, even though it may not be doing any actual discovery. For
example, if a compiler vectorizes loops for a vector machine, the parallelism discovery has occurred
during translation. The hardware then just needs to execute the sequence of instructions potentially
with a high degree of parallelism. The issue of parallelism discovery by the compiler versus the
hardware is one of the issues involved in dynamic versus static scheduling.
4.2

Dynamic Scheduling

Dynamic scheduling is a microarchitectural mechanism where the group of nodes that are currently
active are decoupled from each other. Thus, the set of nodes that are issued together is not necessarily
the same as the set that gets scheduled. This mechanism has been implemented and proposed in
many variations. As discussed in chapter 2, the tag forwarding scheme of the IBM 360/91 originated
the core idea behind dynamic scheduling [Toma67]. Keller extended the idea and provided more
background in [Kell75].
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The HPS concept of restricted data flow, generalized the concept of tag forwarding to encompass
all operations within a processor, including memory operations, and with enough backup state to
allow dynamic branch prediction and precise exceptions. HPS was was introduced in 1985
[PaHS85], [PMHS85] and is being reported on in continuing research [PSHM86], [PMHS86],
[HwPa86], [Hwu87].
The alternative to dynamic scheduling is static scheduling (scheduling at compile-time) These two
choices are not mutually exclusive; most processors use some of both techniques. One principal
advantage of dynamic scheduling over static scheduling is that it allows individual nodes to be
scheduled when they are ready to be executed and without holding up other nodes when they are not.
In the face of variable memory latency (i.e. cache misses) and the ability of the hardware to
disambiguate memory addresses at run-time, this decoupling of nodes can lead to the discovery of
valuable parallelism. The other main advantage of dynamic scheduling is that it allows parallelism
across basic blocks to be exploited more efficiently.
In the case of pure static scheduling, the pipeline of the computer is exposed and the compiler fills
in the node slots based on the static instruction stream. All memory operations are assumed to have
a specific fixed latency (the cache hit latency) and there is a simple hardware interlock to stall the
pipeline on a cache miss so that the forwarding of results within the pipeline works properly. The
compiler preserves the original sequence of memory nodes in which there is a possible address match.
Standard optimizations, such as register renaming, common sub-expression elimination and node
un-chaining are performed by the compiler within a basic block, but no optimization crosses basic
block boundaries. There is no backup hardware and exceptions are imprecise.
In the case of dynamic scheduling, there are no restrictions on the ordering of the nodes within
the basic block as generated by the compiler. The machine issues all the nodes fully decoupled from
one another, and any node result can be forwarded to any other node. Nodes are allowed to wait for
memory or ALUs as long as necessary for their operands to become ready. The exact order of the
execution of the nodes within the basic block is not determined. It may depend on memory cache
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contents and/or run-time operand values. Thus, exceptions within the basic block must either be
specified as imprecise or some sort of backup hardware must be present. This backup hardware if
present allows basic block boundaries to be precise. If finer granularity of precision is needed, the
machine may allow nodes to schedule at a slower rate. When dynamically scheduled processors
have backup hardware, usually dynamic branch prediction is also implemented because of the ability
to efficiently handle branch prediction misses. (We will show in the next section however that
dynamic branch prediction is an independent concept and can be applied to statically scheduled
processors as well.)
There are several reasons that prevent statically scheduled machines from filling pipeline slots as
effectively as dynamically scheduled machines. The first is variability in memory latency. When a
memory read takes a cache miss, the statically scheduled machine must stall and wait for the data
even if there are other operations that are available to be performed. In machines with few resources
this may not impose a significant performance penalty. Only if there is other work that can be done
within the instruction window will dynamic scheduling pay off. A simple improvement to pure static
scheduling allows memory reads to be pre-loaded. This means that if a memory read causes a cache
miss, a stall is not generated until the result is actually needed. This requires slightly more
sophisticated hardware but can be a significant advantage if the compiler is able to schedule reads
early enough to prevent stalls in most cases.
Another reason dynamically scheduled machines can fill pipeline slots more fully has to do with
memory address disambiguation. Because the compiler only has static information available, it has
to make a worst case assumption about matching memory addresses. Even if two memory nodes
rarely or never point to the same location, the compiler is forced into imposing an artificial
sequentiality unless it can determine no match will occur. An example of this is the case of array
accesses with indices computed at run-time. Dynamically scheduled machines can do memory
disambiguation at run-time and schedule the memory operations as appropriate to guarantee data
flow dependencies are maintained.
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Of course, dynamic memory disambiguation hardware can be added to a statically scheduled
machine and in fact some sort of hardware like this usually present in all processors. In order to
pipeline memory accesses, even if they occur in program order, it is necessary to have some checking
logic to preserve data dependencies. This logic can then introduce stalls only when needed rather
than the alternative which is to force no overlap of memory accesses. However, in the presence of
out of order ALU operations and multiple ports to memory, a bigger advantage can be achieved by
allowing memory accesses to occur out of order while still preserving flow dependencies.
Note that the ability of a statically scheduled machine to take full advantage of an execution
pipeline depends to a large extent on the resources available. In the case that there is only one port
to memory and one ALU, it is unlikely that there will be much difference in performance between
static and dynamic scheduling. Also note that branch prediction becomes important here. Dynamic
scheduling can take advantage of dynamic branch prediction more effectively by allowing parallelism
to be exploited across basic block boundaries. We discuss dynamic branch prediction more fully in
the next section.
Consider as an analogy a hardware cache. The fundamental principle behind a cache, as opposed
to an explicitly managed local storage, is to dynamically schedule memory locations onto fast
temporary storage. In cases where:
• the environment is very stable (e.g. one program has control of the entire CPU), and
• the code has predictable memory accessing behavior (e.g. large arrays being accessed in

known patterns), and
• the number of executions of a single program is high (i.e. it is cost effective to spend a lot of

effort compiling)
a fast local storage that is managed by the compiler may be more appropriate than a cache. The
compiler and/or assembly language programmer can determine statically good choices for which
memory locations should be scheduled onto the faster local storage. A selection is made that is as
good as or better than that a cache could make, and without the cost (in hardware and/or time) of a
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cache lookup for every access. This is probably why Cray chose this option in the Cray 2. The jobs
running on this machine generally fit these three criteria.
However, when these conditions do not hold, a cache starts looking better. That is, if the
environment is multitasking (more than one program is using the CPU), or the memory accessing
behavior is less predictable, a hardware cache is generally much more appropriate. The hardware
LRU algorithm can make a much better selection dynamically of which memory locations should
be scheduled onto fast local storage and the additional cost is small in comparison to the speedup
achieved.
This same idea can be extended to scheduling of nodes onto function units. If the branches are
highly predictable (statically speaking) and the memory latency has a very low variance (either no
cache or very high hit ratio) and memory addresses are known statically, a compiler can schedule
nodes onto function units just as well as a dynamically scheduled microengine. Nodes can come
from the static instruction stream, access the register file and go directly through to the function units
without any waiting. Thus, there is a lowered hardware cost and a potential speedup due to a possible
reduction in latency.
However, in more dynamic situations the tradeoffs change. If the branches are significantly more
predictable at run-time than at compile time or if the memory latency has an appreciable variance or
if memory addresses are hard to disambiguate statically, dynamically scheduled techniques can make
a better determination of which nodes should go to which function units than the compiler. How
much better and at what cost is one of the main topics of this dissertation and will be addressed in
the next chapter. It is important to realize that static and dynamic scheduling are just two ends of a
spectrum. Even with dynamic scheduling hardware, the compiler can do things which allow the
hardware to discover more parallelism (e.g. increasing the size of the basic blocks, as we will see
below).
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4.3

Dynamic Branch Prediction

In this section we will discuss dynamic branch prediction. We define dynamic branch prediction
in a way slightly different from its popular use. Conventionally, dynamic branch prediction refers
to a mechanism in which run-time information is used to predict the direction of branches. This is
opposed to static branch prediction in which the compiler predicts branches using static information.
The question over whether static or dynamic information is used to predict branches is secondary to
performance. The real issue is whether or not a dynamic action it taken; that is, if speculative
execution is supported.
In the remainder of this dissertation, we will define dynamic branch prediction as a mechanism
in which branches are predicted so that operations are allowed to be merged into the machine before
the results of the prediction are confirmed (regardless of whether or not run-time information was
used to predict the branch). Conversely, static branch prediction is defined as predicting branches
before dynamic binding occurs. This might be the case in which branch prediction is used as a hint
for the pre-fetcher to lower instruction fetch delay. Thus, by our new definitions, both dynamic and
static branch prediction may or may not use run-time information to predict the branches.
Dynamic branch prediction implies some form of backup capability. This is used in the case that
a branch is predicted incorrectly. Note, however, that this backup logic may be very simple, it may
consist of simply the ability to squash a write, flush the pipeline and re-fetch along another path. The
manner in which dynamic branch prediction is able to increase performance depends on whether the
microarchitecture employs static or dynamic scheduling.
In the case of a purely statically scheduled machine without dynamic branch prediction, delay
slots are usually implemented. These are used to overlap the pipeline delay of confirming a branch
direction. Typically, the instruction immediately following a branch instruction is executed regardless of which direction is taken (in some cases the following two instructions). The compiler tries
to fill the delay slot with work from the basic block being branched from or from one of the basic
blocks being branched to. Ideally, the delay slot can be filled that must be performed regardless of
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branch direction. In some cases, however, it may only be possible to fill the delay slot with work that
is only needed in one direction of the branch. Filling the delay slot this way sometimes requires the
insertion of addition instructions in the alternate branch path to undo the effect of this work. This is
called fix-up code and can be advantageous if the optimized branch direction is executed much more
frequently than the alternate one. Finally, it may be necessary for the compiler to insert a NOP if no
appropriate work can be found for the delay slot.
If dynamic branch prediction is added to a statically scheduled machine such as we have been
describing, there are several advantages. First, delay slots can be filled more effectively. Operations
may be placed into these locations that will get undone if the branch is taken a certain way. Also,
this obviates fix-up code in the alternate basic block. In fact, moving operations up from a favored
branch path could apply to slots within the basic block other than the branch delay slot. This may
require more complex backup hardware, however. In order to be able to backup an entire basic block,
typically an alternate or shadow register file is maintained and writes to memory are buffered in a
write buffer before they are committed. We will show in the next section that with hardware such
as this, basic blocks can be enlarged beyond their normal size to further increase pipeline slot
utilization.
While statically scheduled machines can take advantage of dynamic branch prediction as we have
shown, the use of dynamic branch prediction in a dynamically scheduled machine is a much more
powerful concept. Here, the issuing of operations continues across conditional branches and thus all
work within several adjacent dynamic basic blocks contends for data path resources. (However, we
will show in the next section how the use of basic block enlargement techniques allow statically
scheduled machines with dynamic branch prediction to get some of these advantages.)
This use of dynamic branch prediction in conjunction with dynamic scheduling in this way
introduces the concept of the instruction window. The instruction window represents a window of
the dynamic instruction stream. The instruction window can be defined in several ways. One way
is to count the number of active basic blocks. An active basic block is one that has been partially or
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fully issued (i.e. entered into the data path) but not retired (i.e. finalized with no possibility of being
undone). We can also measure the window size by the number of nodes in a particular state. For
example, the number of active nodes, the number of ready nodes or the number of valid nodes. A
node in the machine is always valid between when it is merged and when it is retired. It is active up
until when it is scheduled and it is ready only when it is active and schedulable.
4.4

Basic Block Enlargement

In chapter 3 we defined execution-atomic-units as those units of work which are executed as an
atomic unit. We saw that these units are distinct from the smallest units that the compiler generates
and from those that are supported at the architectural level. The concept behind large executionatomic-units is to allow more parallelism to be exploited. By allowing the hardware to consider a
larger group of work to be an uninterruptible unit, more work can be overlapped. The basic block
enlargement techniques we will describe in this section involve the exploitation of dynamic branch

Figure 4.1
Sample Basic Block Structure

Basic Block Type

Address #1

Address #2

Fault: <addr>
Fault: <addr>
Trap:

‘trap’ assert node; either
executes silently or signals and
causes the two-way branch
prediction to be reversed,
discarding all future basic
blocks but retaining this one.

‘fault’ assert nodes; either
execute silently or signal and
provide an address to jump to
after discarding this basic
block and all future ones.
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Figure 4.2
Basic Block Enlargement Example

entry
entry

A

T: B,C

B

C

T: P,Q

T: X,Y

AB

AC

F: AC
T: P,Q

F: AB
T: X,Y

prediction to increase the size of the execution-atomic-units. We will consider the static and dynamic
scheduling cases separately.
Suppose we have a statically scheduled processor with dynamic branch prediction and the ability
to execute an entire basic block before committing the work. As we discussed in the previous section,
this allows the compiler to move work into unused pipeline slots without having to insert fix-up code
in the alternate path. But the compiler need not stop with only a single basic block. Several basic
blocks could be combined into a single unit, re-optimized and then generated as a single entity for
execution. In this case, at run-time this enlarged basic block would contain several embedded branch
tests to confirm the branch prediction was correct. This is essentially what trace scheduling [Fish81]
involves except in that case there is no dynamic branch prediction (i.e. no speculative execution and
no backup hardware), so the compiler must be more conservative. Loop unrolling and software
pipelining are also examples of enlarging basic blocks in the absence of dynamic branch prediction.
Figure 4.1 shows a sample basic block for a hypothetical machine with dynamic branch prediction.
Here we introduce the concept of an assert node, which is like an ordinary ALU operation except
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that it may under some conditions cause a signal to be generated to the control logic of the processor.
There are two types of assert nodes, those that cause backup of everything after their own basic block
(traps) and those that cause backup of their own basic block as well (MIfaults). We assume that the
instruction stream consists of basic blocks formatted as shown with header information followed by
a list of nodes. There may be any number of fault nodes and at most one trap node. The assert nodes
may be anywhere within the basic block.
Figure 4.2 illustrates a simple basic block enlargement example. Suppose a basic block A branches
to either B or C based on a run-time test. Basic block enlargement would create two new basic
blocks, AB and AC, each of which has been re-optimized as a unit. At run time one of the two basic
blocks, for example AB, would be issued. If the embedded branch test is incorrect, the entire basic
block needs to be discarded and execution needs to continue with AC. The branch trap node which

Figure 4.3
Basic Block Enlargement - Loop Unrolling
entry
entry

A
A
AAAA

T: A,B

B
F: A
F: A
F: A
T: AAAA,B

T: X,Y

B

T: X,Y
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T: A,B

previously was part of A has been retained, but it has been converted to a fault node and been given
an explicit fault-to location. Note that in the case that the AC basic block is never entered directly,
the fault node could be eliminated. This is because the only way to get there would be the fault node
in AB. Thus, there is no need to make the test that is guaranteed to succeed. However, if code which
previously branched to A can potentially branch to AC, then the fault node needs to be retained. The
concept of doing fault prediction to automatically update the entry basic block is discussed in chapter
7.
This process of basic block enlargement can be continued recursively, allowing the creation of
arbitrarily large basic blocks. Note that multiple iterations of a loop can be overlapped in this way,
as shown in figure 4.3. In this case, there is a choice of whether or not to generated intermediate
stages of basic blocks. For example, in the case that only the third fault node in the AAAA basic
block signals, we could immediately fault to a AAAB basic block. Faulting back to the A basic block
will require more work to be re-done but it will save code space and basic block generation time. In
the case the the loop is executed many times, it will probably only be worthwhile to generate the
single enlarged basic block. The choice of which basic blocks to enlarge and in which way is
complex. We envision a classification of branches into three categories:
• dynamic use is low; enlargement is not worthwhile
• dynamic use is high and the direction is highly weighted toward one particular direction

known at compile time (e.g. loop tests)
• dynamic use is high and the direction is not highly weighted toward one particular direction

If a branch falls into the second category, the branch path would be optimized in one direction
only. If a branch falls into the third category, both directions would be optimized. It is also important
to create boundaries of enlarged basic blocks in such a way that discarding work is unlikely. For
example, branches within an enlarged basic block are ideally correlated with one another. Employing
optimizations along multiple paths implies a slightly more complex branch prediction mechanism
than would otherwise be required. Generally we would want a specific path (i.e. a specific enlarged
basic block) to be re-executed on re-fetching of the same entry point.
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4.5

Dynamic Scheduling / Basic Block Enlargement Tradeoffs

Consider how basic block enlargement would apply to dynamically scheduled machines. A
natural question that arises is why basic block enlargement is needed with dynamic scheduling. Since
multiple basic blocks are merged into the machine, parallelism can already be exploited across
conditional branches. Why then, is there an advantage to having the compiler (or possibly a hardware
fill unit) create larger basic blocks? There are two reasons: larger scale optimization and issue
bandwidth. First consider issue bandwidth. A problem that arises with basic blocks small relative to
the number of operations that can be issued in a single cycle is that of low utilization of issue slots.
The solution is to allow a larger unit of work to be packed into the set of nodes issued as a unit. In
this way, the machine does not starve due to not being able to get enough work into it. In a machine

Figure 4.4
Decoupling / Enlargement Tradeoff
(all branches 95% hit rate, mutually independent)
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execution
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operations

which can merge 16 nodes in a single cycle running code with basic blocks that are are only 5-6
nodes large, this is obviously a critical technique.
The second reason for having basic block enlargement with dynamic scheduling has to do with
the optimization of basic blocks. By combining two basic blocks across a branch into a single unit
and then re-optimizing it as a unit, a more efficient basic block is achieved than would be created by
just putting one after another. Extending the example of chapter 2, suppose a compiler generates
code like this:

XYZ:

p <-- p + 4
a <-- mem[p]
jump to XYZ if (a > 0)
p <-- p + 4
b <-- mem[p]

If the two basic block are enlarged across this branch, the artificial flow dependency through p
can be eliminated. If the two basic blocks were issued separately, this would be nearly impossible
to detect.
Thus, dynamic scheduling benefits by basic block enlargement. Now the opposite question arises:
given basic block enlargement, why do we need dynamic scheduling? The main reason is that basic
block enlargement cannot take advantage of parallelism as flexibly as dynamic scheduling. Figure
4.4 illustrates the tradeoff that exists between dynamic scheduling and basic block enlargement. As
we have already seen, small basic blocks lead to problems with issue bandwidth and large scale
optimizations. At the other extreme, a single enlarged basic block (as in the case of static scheduling)
suffers from low efficiency. Each branch fault node within the enlarged basic block has a certain
probability of causing backup. For large basic blocks running non-scientific code, there is a point
where efficiency will fall off to the point that enlargement is no longer worthwhile. The chances of
having to discard a basic block are high enough that it does not pay to make it larger.
The application of dynamic scheduling on top of basic block enlargement allows work with high
probability of being needed (early in the window) to coexist with work with lower probability of
being needed (late in the window). In a statically scheduled machine, the issue rate and the schedule
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rate are identical. Thus, all work in the machine has the same probability of being needed. In a
dynamically scheduled machine the issue rate can exceed the schedule rate. Thus, we have basic
blocks being merged into the machine faster than their associated branches can be confirmed.
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Chapter 5 The Abstract Processor Model
In this chapter we introduce the abstract processor model. It captures the relevant aspects of the
class of single instruction stream processors that are the subject of this dissertation. This model
implements the microarchitectural mechanisms discussed in the previous chapters and is used as the
subject of the simulation study described in the following chapter.
The model is abstract because it does not represent a single specific implementation of a processor.
Certain characteristics are allowed to vary over a range of possibilities and others are left unspecified.
In the first category are variables the effect of changing which is measured. For example, the model
accommodates both static and dynamic scheduling, which have quite different hardware requirements. The second category is for variables which do not apply to the measurements under study.
For example the instruction set architecture is not specified. The focus of the model is on the manner
in which operations are scheduled onto function units. The manner in which these operations are
encoded in the static instruction stream and the manner in which they are decoded by the hardware,
while important issues in their own right, are not being addressed.
In this chapter we use the term node to refer to the most primitive arithmetic or memory operation,
for example a simple two’s complement addition or a single read from memory. The execution of
a node may take many machine cycles, but it is the smallest unit for which explicit input operands
and results are specified. In the abstract processor model we have defined a set of memory and ALU
nodes which operate on the underlying 32-bit data path. Most nodes have two 32-bit inputs and a
single 32-bit output, but we have also defined some double nodes which have four 32-bit inputs and
two 32-bit outputs. The complete list of nodes implemented along with their latencies and dynamic
usage for all benchmarks is shown in Appendix A.
We also use the term multinodeword in this chapter to refer to collections of nodes which are
processed in the same cycle. Nodes are combined into multinodewords in two places in the machine:
as the set of nodes that are issued in the same cycle (an issue-multinodeword) and as the set of nodes
that are scheduled for execution in the same cycle (a schedule-multinodeword). In the case of a
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statically scheduled machine, the issue and schedule multinodewords are the same since issuing and
scheduling are the same process. In the case of a dynamically scheduled machine, the two are
different. When the term is used without qualification, we are refering to issue-multinodewords.
In this chapter and in the following one, we restrict the analysis to situations in which a high level
program is compiled into machine language and then executed. The performance that we are trying
to optimize involves only the execution of the program after it has been compiled. As we pointed
out in chapter 3, there are other factors that are relevant in some circumstances. For example, in
cases where there is no logical division between the program and the input data or where a program
is compiled only once and then executed, the distinction between compile-time and run-time is a
little unclear. Even further clouding the issue would be a situation where parts of the program are
compiled only as needed or even altered and then re-compiled dynamically.
This chapter is divided into five sections. In the first section we give an overview of the abstract
processor model. The second section describes the instruction unit. This portion of the processor
fetches the static instruction stream, does all necessary sequencing, including branch prediction, and
provides decoded nodes to the node tables. In the third section we describe the scheduling unit, which
contains the node tables and alias tables. This portion of the machine is responsible for handling all
data dependencies and performing all scheduling decisions. The fourth section describes the
execution unit which contains the ALUs. In the last section we describe the memory unit, which
handles memory address disambiguation and write buffering in addition to forming the interface to
the memory system.
5.1

Model Overview

Figure 5.1 shows an overall block diagram of the abstract processor model. It is divided into four
units: the instruction unit, the scheduling unit, the execution unit and the memory unit. The box on
the left of the diagram represents system memory and is not part of the processor itself. This memory
is divided into two pieces: the static instruction stream and the data memory. These pieces are
addressed separately and the instruction stream cannot be modified by the program itself. This
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Figure 5.1
Abstract Processor Model Overview
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restriction was added mainly to avoid unnecessary complications. In an actual processor, the
instruction stream would have to be writable, in an unrestricted way or perhaps requiring some level
of privilege.
Within the instruction unit the instruction stream may go through decoding, translation and/or
caching. It may be cached before the decoding and translation stage as well as after. We refer to the
hardware that packs a freely formatted instruction stream into multinodewords as a fill unit. We
consider the use of a fill unit to be optional because the model allows it to be present but does not
require it. In some cases, the static instruction stream may pass through unchanged and go directly
into the sequencer. In this case, the only function being performed by the instruction unit would be
the processing of control instructions and the handling of backup. In other cases, a complex fill unit
may convert an encoded instruction stream into nodes, pack the nodes into multinodewords, and then
apply basic block enlargement on top of that. We discuss the various options for the instruction unit
more fully in the next section.
The basic blocks sequencer interprets the control instructions in the instruction stream and
sequences the basic blocks using branch prediction. Each basic block contains one more more assert
nodes, which will signal if a branch prediction miss occurs or execute silently otherwise. An assert
node is an simple arithmetic operation, like a compare, that makes a test at run-time and has the
additional information of which direction the associated branch was predicted. For non-enlarged
basic blocks, a single assert node is placed at the end of the basic block representing the prediction
for the following basic block. In this way, a branch prediction miss is a trap rather than a fault because
the basic block containing the assert node is valid. In the case of enlarged basic blocks, however,
there may be many assert nodes within the basic block. All of these will cause faults if they signal,
except the last one, which will be a trap node as usual.
In the case of a statically scheduled machine, the issue-multinodewords sent out by the IUNIT are
the same as the schedule-multinodewords sent out by the SUNIT. That is, as the multinodewords
leave the basic block sequencer they go directly into the function units. The compiler has already
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guaranteed that dependencies will be met. In this case, the only synchronization that the hardware
performs is to guarantee memory latency. The compiler has scheduled based on a predicted memory
latency. Whenever memory is slower than this, the machine is stalled until the result arrives.
In the case of a dynamically scheduled machine, a node table in the SUNIT is present as well as
register alias logic. Each node that has been issued waits in the node table decoupled from the other
nodes in the same issue-multinodeword. When all of the node’s source operands are ready and an
appropriate function unit is available, the node gets sent to the EUNIT or the MUNIT. The register
alias table is used during the merging process to enforce flow dependencies and remove anti and
output dependencies. In this case the hardware does all synchronization, both for memory and
arithmetic units.
The distribution bus is used for the results of memory reads and arithmetic nodes. Results are
distributed both to the register alias table and to the node table (if present), where other nodes may
be awaiting these results as source operands. In the case of static scheduling, the register alias table
consists only of the architecturally visible registers. Results are permitted to be distributed directly
to the inputs of function units, bypassing the node table if there are no older ready nodes to schedule.
This bypass logic, critical to high performance, is implemented for both static and dynamic
scheduling.
A pipeline diagram is shown in figure 5.2. The three activities associated with the processor are:
merge, schedule and distribute. In the merge phase newly created nodes are stored in the node tables,
in the schedule phase the oldest ready node in each node table is selected for execution and in the
distribute phase the node tables and alias tables are updated with the results of completed nodes. A
simple implementation of this pipeline would introduce an extra cycle of latency in order to get into
and out of the node tables. We implement a pipeline bypass here to allow distributing results to go
directly to the inputs of function units. In the case of dynamic scheduling the node table is being
bypassed and the scheduling logic must handle this case. In the case of static scheduling, it is the
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register file that is being bypassed and the multinodewords have been assembled with explicit pipeline
bypass operands.
A fundamental specification for a particular machine configuration is the number and type of
nodes which make up the issue-multinodeword. Consider the ratio of memory nodes to ALU nodes
within the multinodeword. We have modelled a 32-bit data path so memory nodes handle 1, 2 or 4
bytes. Our data has shown that over the benchmarks we have measured, the ratio of ALU nodes to
memory nodes as consistently been between 2 and 3 to 1. There are several things to note about this
number. First, this represents a static instruction stream statistic. The packing of nodes into
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issue-multinodewords, whether it is done by the compiler or by the hardware, is below the DSI.
Dynamic binding occurs as the multinodewords go through the merger. Also, note that for large
basic blocks, some memory nodes can be eliminated because intermediate results can be forwarded
directly from node to node. In the case of static scheduling this is equivalent to having an unlimited
number of temporary registers for intra-basic block optimization. We have simulated ALU to
memory ratios of 1, 2 and 3. We suggest that since paths to memory are more likely to be more
expensive resources than ALUs, it will probably make sense to have a ratio of 3, decreasing the
likelihood that paths to memory will go idle. Details on the exact set of machine configurations
studied are presented in the next chapter.
5.2

Instruction unit

An overview of the Instruction Unit (IUNIT) is shown in figure 5.3. Many parts of the IUNIT are
optional. This is mainly because we have left the format of the instruction stream unspecified. We
assume that issue-multinodewords can be delivered without delay on demand to the basic block
sequencer. This allows us to measure the optimal performance of the data path for a given set of
processor model parameters. The format of the static instruction stream typically drives the design
of the instruction unit since it is usually the least flexible to the microarchitect (having to do with
backward compatibility and marketing goals). We have decoupled the instruction stream format
issues from the data path issues by creating an intermediate form that fed directly into the processor.
We are then able to generate basic blocks statically generated by the compiler. In some cases the
basic blocks have been formatted for a statically scheduled machine with known latencies and in
other cases the basic blocks have been formatted for a dynamically scheduled machine.
In this chapter we suggest several possibilities for the implementation of the instruction supply
unit but we do not allow it to be a constraining factor in the simulations which were performed. The
experimental methodology, described in detail in chapter 6, has essentially bypassed the code
generation phase of the compiler as well as the decoding phase of the hardware. In this section we
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Figure 5.3
IUNIT Overview
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will discuss those parts of the IUNIT which are part of the model and show various options for the
parts that are not.
5.2.1

Fill Unit

The fill unit, if present, is used to translate the instruction stream fetched from memory into
multinodewords. These multinodewords are assembled into basic blocks, possibly with enlargement,
and stored into the node cache. Note that this entire process is below the DSI, i.e. no dynamic binding
has occurred. The complexity of the fill unit mechanism will depend largely on the architecture
being implemented. If a highly encoded architecture is being implemented and/or one geared toward
a smaller number of function units, it may be necessary to spend a lot of hardware on the fill unit.
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In this case, it would likely be the case that a large node cache would be desired. On the other extreme,
if the instruction set architecture is formatted exactly into basic blocks, then no fill unit would be
required and a smaller node cache would be appropriate.
Typically a fill unit would be required if an instruction set architecture were being implemented
that did not conform to the issue-multinodeword format. There are many issues involved here, most
of which are not performance related. Three main reasons for doing run-time filling are:
• supporting old architectures to preserve software investment
• allowing for families of compatible products
• providing a buffer against technology

These reasons are sufficiently critical that it is likely that any realistic processor will implement some
sort of fill unit, even if it is very simple. Although we are not concerned with this part of the processor
in this dissertation, we will look at one potential implementation.
The purpose of the fill unit is to allow the instruction stream to consist of freely formatted nodes,
in a sequential model, without having to specify the final location of a node within a multinodeword
or even within a basic block. We assume that the fill unit accepts decoded nodes from the instruction
cache. In cases where the the static instruction stream is highly encoded, it may be necessary to
undergo a node generation phase prior to the fill unit. In some cases this may be a complex process.
We will not consider the node generator in this chapter. In the next chapter, we will describe the node
generator which was implemented as part of the simulator to translate a VAX instruction stream into
a data flow graph for the fill unit.
A functional diagram of a fill unit is shown in figure 5.4. The fill unit is predictive in that it attempts
to anticipate useful basic blocks by pre-filling them. When a node cache miss occurs, the fill unit is
reset and is forced to fill the basic block at the target address. If the fill unit is not handling node
cache misses, it attempts to pre-fill basic blocks which might be requested by the sequencer. This
is the function of the alternatives stack. Whenever a conditional branch is encountered, the target of
the branch is pushed onto the alternatives stack unless it is already in the node cache. When the fill
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Figure 5.4
Fill Unit Implementation
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unit is free from servicing node cache misses, it pre-fills the address on the top of the alternatives
stack. It is also used when we execute a subroutine call; we simply push the return address. In this
way, there is a good chance that the return basic block will be pre-filled upon a return instruction.
The fill structure consists of a basic block under construction. When a basic block is started, the
fill unit saves the start PC field using the address of the entry point. In addition, the memory pointer
and arithmetic pointers are reset. These pointers are incremented as nodes are filled into the fill
structure. These pointers indicate the last full node within the entry for each of the two types of
nodes.
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For each node processed, the fill unit uses its type (memory or ALU) to determine where to insert
it in the entry. Each operand in a node is either a constant or a register reference. If an operand is a
constant, its value is simply copied into the fill structure. If a node operand is a register reference,
the fill unit uses the BRAT (basic block register alias table) to ensure that dependencies within a
multinodeword and within a basic block are satisfied.
Each entry in the BRAT corresponds to a general purpose register. There are two fields in each
entry: the valid bit and the address field. The valid bit indicates validity of the address field.
Whenever a new basic block is created, all valid bits are reset to signify that no writes have taken
place within that basic block. If an operand reads the value in a register, the BRAT valid bit for that
register is consulted. If the bit is reset, the register reference is left unchanged (at node merge time,
the RAT in the SUNIT will translate the reference). If the valid bit is set, the register reference is
changed into a node reference. This situation indicates that a previously filled instruction has written
to the register. The address field is used as a basic block relative address.
If a node writes to a register, the valid bit is set and the address field is updated with the fill cache
address of that node. If the valid was previously set, the previous contents of the address field are
used to delete the previous register write. This is so that no more than one update to a register will
occur within a single basic block. Note that the fill unit is free to place nodes anywhere within the
fill structure. Register writes are only seen across basic block boundaries. This is accomplished
through the banking of the RAT, described below.
The node cache is responsible for caching basic blocks. Note that the node cache is above the
DSI, thus no dynamic information has been added. We assume that the node cache has a basic block
oriented structure. That is, in addition to the actual issue-multinodewords for a given basic block,
there is also a header which contains the two alternate PCs and a branch status field. Thus, when an
entry point is matched, the header is retrieved to immediately provide information as to the
termination of the basic block. In the case that there is no fill unit the compiler will be responsible
for creating the static instruction stream in this structure.
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The node cache is indexed based on the architectural PC. In some cases of hardware translation,
it may be necessary to add tags to the architectural PC of a node cache entry for matching. This is
the case for:
• enlarged basic blocks where multiple instances for a single architectural PC exist,
•

basic blocks which are too large for a single entry and thus must flow over into a second
entry,

• architectural atomic units which have internal branches and thus require a set of basic blocks

for the same architectural PC,
• certain optimizations where the same architectural PC might have different translations

depending on the context of the entry.
5.2.2

Basic Block Sequencer

The basic block sequencer contains all logic necessary to sequence the multinodewords being sent
to the SUNIT. This includes branch prediction as well as the logic necessary for backing up the
machine in the case of an exception or a branch prediction miss. The backup procedure allows the
machine to recover from a branch prediction miss and continue without having to drain the pipeline.
Basic blocks are requested from the node cache and issue-multinodewords are fed one at a time to
the SUNIT. The basic block sequencer accepts control signals from assert nodes in the data path and
provides control signals to the data path to control retirement and backup. The distribution bus must
also be monitored. This is necessary to handle computed branches (subroutine returns, case
instructions and dynamic branches) as well as to determine when retirement of a basic block is
possible.
The basic block sequencer contains what we call a window management system. This logic is
responsible for keeping track of what within the machine are currently in progress and where it is
located. The term window is used to refer to the collection of work that is currently being processed.
The window size may be measured in terms of several different things: the number of active basic
blocks, the number of valid nodes, the number of active nodes and the number of ready nodes. A
node may be in any of the following four states:
• empty (an empty node slot, a NOP)
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• waiting (a node whose operands have not yet been distributed)
• ready (a node ready for scheduling but not yet scheduled)
• fired (a node already scheduled but not yet retired)

In addition, an active node is a node that is waiting or ready and a valid node is one that is waiting
or ready or fired. In a dynamically scheduled processor, a large window size allows parallelism to
be exploited over a large portion of the dynamic instruction stream. In the case of a statically
scheduled processor, there is no window because nodes get merged and scheduled immediately. The
compiler has tried to take advantage of this same sort of parallelism by scheduling nodes within node
slots statically.
In the case of a statically scheduled machine without enlarged basic blocks, the only need for
backup is to allow memory exceptions to be precise. Our model does not implement branch
prediction for statically scheduled machines, so there is no branch prediction miss backup. This is
because in the case of static scheduling, the only benefits of branch prediction are to allow
pre-fetching of the instruction stream (which is not measured) and to save potentially one delay slot
in merging. This latter effect complicates the scheduling of register results across branches and in
any case is an effect which is easily computable.
Backup in the case of dynamic scheduling is much more critical and this is where window
management comes in. The dynamically scheduled processor is designed to allow the merger to
continue across branches and allow efficient recovery in the case of branch prediction misses. Usually
when a basic block is started, two explicit locations for the next basic block are available. A
prediction is made and one of the two basic blocks will be merged when the current basic block is
done. This procedure continues until either a signal is received from the execution unit or memory
unit or a resource conflict occurs. A resource conflict can either be a limitation on the number of
active basic blocks allowed (since backup information must be saved for each dynamic basic block
boundary) or a limitation on the size of the node tables in the execution or memory units.
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When a signal is received from an assert node, it is classified as either a trap or a fault and after a
backup operation will either cause merging to stall or will initiate merging down another path. In
the case of memory fault (e.g. an address range fault) the window management system will backup
to the point before the basic block containing the errant node and will stall. There are certain types
of basic blocks which have a termination condition which automatically causes a stall. These are
basic blocks which end with system calls. After all basic blocks have been retired, the system request
is made. System calls are treated as synchronization points and thus all work is retired, but in practice
this is not absolutely necessary. However, explicit synchronization is necessary in cases of multiprocessor communication and I/O. We assume that I/O and shared memory is explicitly handled by
basic block synchronizers and thus no checking for special memory addresses within the memory
unit is performed. The order of memory reads is not guaranteed, even across branches, thus they
cannot have side-effects or be allowed to change externally.
Any resource which can be modified by non-confirmed nodes must be protected since backup
may be necessary. All registers (via the RAT and SPAT), node table entries, and write buffer entries
are protected. The node tables and SPAT have one bank for each active basic block while the RAT
and the write buffer have one more than this number. Some other miscellaneous registers, including
branch prediction histories are also protected since they can be modified. The extra RAT and write
buffer bank are used to store the consistent state of the machine. The machine can always back up
to the consistent state. Associated with each bank is a PC address which corresponds to the instruction
stream location which began the bank. Basic block retirement is possible when all prior basic blocks
have retired, all nodes merged within the basic block have executed and all write buffer entries in
the consistent state bank have been flushed
Signals from the data path to the basic block sequencer include arithmetic exceptions and assertion
failures. An assertion failure occurs when an assert node which was generated to detect an assumed
condition determines that the assumed condition does not apply. Assert node are used for branch
prediction confirmation, but they may also be used for other purposes. The idea would be to treat
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rare conditions as though they were exceptions. Array bounds checking is a prime example. By using
assert nodes to verify array bounds, we can optimize for the common case and minimize the time we
have to spend processing control instructions.
5.3

Scheduling Unit

The scheduling unit (SUNIT) consists of the RAT, the SPAT and the node tables. The alias tables
are responsible for enforcing all flow dependencies while removing all anti and output dependencies.
The merging process consists of accessing the alias tables and modifying the nodes as the are sent
to the node tables. The node table and associated scheduling logic hold the nodes after they have
been merged and determine when they can be sent to the function units.
5.3.1

Register Alias Tables

A block diagram of the merging process performed by the SUNIT is shown in figure 5.5. Both
the RAT and the SPAT monitor the distribution buses. The RAT has one entry for each of the
architecturally visible general purpose registers. Each entry either contains a value or a tag for a
node which is yet to be distributed. A ready bit indicates whether the value field is valid or not. The
SPAT is needed to handle references to other nodes within a basic block. The merging process for
a single basic block may take many cycles. Thus it cannot be guaranteed that a node result used later
in the same basic block will not already have been distributed when the node that uses it is merged.
The SPAT catches nodes being distributed for the basic block being merged only. When a node
operand refers to a previous node, the SPAT is consulted to determine if the reference should be
converted to a literal or to a global node tag.
In order to handle backup, each entry in the RAT (i.e., each architectural general purpose register)
is organized as shown in figure 5.6. This is an example for four banks, some other number may
actually be implemented. For each architecturally defined general purpose register, there are five
physical registers. Four registers include logic to monitor the distribution buses. The fifth register
is used for storing values only; it represents the save state of the architectural register. In addition,
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there are three pointers into the RAT: a read pointer, a write pointer and a first bank pointer. The
read pointer points to the bank to be used for operands which read from registers. The write pointer
points to the bank to be updated when a node result updates a register. The first bank pointer points
to the oldest valid bank. The read bank pointer may point to any of the five banks, the write and first
bank pointers may point to any bank other than the save state bank.
When the first basic block is merged, the read pointer is initialized to point to the save state bank
and the write and first bank pointers are initialized to point to bank #0. All save state register values
are copied into their corresponding bank #0 locations and all registers in this bank are set to valid.
When a new basic block is merged, the read pointers and write pointers are both advanced by one.
In addition, the write bank contents, including all tags, ready bits and values are copied up to the new
write bank. When a basic block is retired, the first bank is copied into the save state bank. By
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definition this bank must contain values only since all registers for that bank must have been
distributed. The write pointer cannot be incremented to point to the first bank, thus a stall will occur
if the oldest bank cannot be retired but there are no new banks.
The implementation of the SPAT is simpler than that of the RAT because it consists of only a
single bank and no backup or retirement logic exists. There is one SPAT entry for each node slot
within a basic block. Lookup in the SPAT is simple direct addressing based on the basic block relative
node reference In between basic blocks, the SPAT is invalidated. Note that the SPAT must monitor
the distribution bus for all nodes being distributed for the current basic block. Since it is is not known
if any future node will read from a node in the same basic block, all must be saved.
5.3.2

Node Tables

In the case of static scheduling, there are no node tables and the scheduling logic is trivial.
Issue-multinodewords are passed directly onto the function units with no delay. Dynamic scheduling
on the other hand implements node tables to decouple the nodes within the issue-multinodewords
from the schedule-multinodewords. The scheduling logic picks the oldest ready node for each column
in the node table.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the node tables and associated scheduling logic. Each node table is partitioned
into banks, one per function unit. The SUNIT merges a multinodeword into a bank after establishing
its corresponding basic block. After a new basic block is created, the SUNIT begins to merge nodes
into the next bank. A basic block can be retired when all nodes in its corresponding bank have been
executed, at which point the bank is available for re-use.
In addition to an opcode, two operands are specified for each node. For each operand, there is a
ready bit, a tag field, and an operand value field. When reset, the ready bit indicates that the operand
value is invalid and has not yet been distributed; at some later time, the tag field will match the tag
field of a distributed result. When set, the ready bit indicates that the operand value field is valid and
the tag field can be ignored. When all operand ready bits are set, the node is ready. Unused operands
have their ready bits set.
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Figure 5.6
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While most nodes are either monadic or dyadic, nodes of higher degree are supported through the
use of a special opcode bit. When an entry with this bit set is scheduled, the next sequential entry in
the node table is delivered to the execution unit in the subsequent schedule phase. This allows the
convenient handling of nodes with 64-bit inputs and 64-bit outputs (e.g. extended precision floating
point). If an entry has this extended bit set in the opcode field, the scheduling logic can consider it
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ready only if the next sequential entry also has both operands ready. Node extension entries have
their valid bits reset to prevent them from being treated as separate entries by the scheduling logic.
Each node table monitors all results distributed in a distribution cycle. The tag of each operand
is compared with the tags on all the distribution buses. If an operand ready bit is reset, a tag match
will cause the ready bit to be set and the distribution bus value to be latched.
In merging, nodes are stored in the bank corresponding to the current checkpoint and a current
available pointer (which points to the next place in the bank to merge a new node) is incremented.
Note that if an extended node is to be merged, the extension entry must be merged non-valid in one
cycle, and the primary node must be merged valid in the next cycle. This is necessary to avoid a
possible scheduling race condition.
5.3.3

Memory Node Tables

Unlike the arithmetic node tables, the memory node table must resolve dependencies between
nodes. The arithmetic node tables do not have to resolve these dependencies because the SUNIT
does this at merge time. The alias tables can determine dependencies between all nodes that operate
on registers because register numbers are always known from the instruction stream (we do not allow
indirect references to registers). The alias tables cannot, however, determine dependencies between
memory operations because the addresses are generally not known at merge time. Thus, the memory
node table must have logic for resolving memory dependencies in addition to the distribution and
merge logic present in the other node tables. This dependency resolution logic, which incorporates
memory address disambiguation hardware, is non-trivial. Two problems, unknown addresses and
partial dependencies make the implementation difficult. Another feature that complicates the
memory node tables is the implementation of multiple memory nodes per cycle.
Unaligned accesses are not allowed. Thus, all data accesses of 1, 2, or 4 bytes will always be
contained in a single aligned 32-bit word. Each memory node contains a 4-bit mask indicating which
of the four bytes are part of the associated access. The low two bits of the memory address along
with the size of the access are used to set these bits.
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Figure 5.7
Node Table Detail
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The memory node table is partitioned into banks, one for each basic block as with the arithmetic
node tables. A memory node is similar in composition to the entries in other node tables with one
important difference. The first operand of each memory node is an address operand. An address
operand has, in addition to ready, tag, and value fields, three other bits. The three bits are labeled
‘unknown’ (U), ‘write’ (W), and ‘dependent’ (D). The U bit refers to the state of the D bit; if set,
the D bit is invalid. The W bit is set if the operation is a write. The D bit indicates if this node is
dependent on an older known (U = 0) node in the node table.
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Memory nodes are merged unknown (U = 1), regardless of whether the address operand is ready.
This simplifies merge logic, as D bits do not have to be generated at merge time. An address operand
will be merged ready if the address is known at merge time (either immediate in the instruction stream
or in a valid register). The W bit is set if the operation is a write and reset if it is a read. The process
of merging a memory node does not affect any other nodes in the node table. During distribution
ready bits are set for operands that are being distributed.
The node table performs D bit generation. This involves choosing the oldest node with the U and
R bits both set. This node is then enabled to gate its address onto an internal bus. This information
is then used in two ways. Younger nodes use this information to decide if they are dependent and
set their D bit correspondingly. Also, the node that was selected uses information from older nodes
to decide if it is dependent and sets its own D bit correspondingly.
The operation is as follows. For the selected node, the D bit is set if and only if there exists an
older node which overlaps this node. (In the case of read nodes, only write node overlaps are
significant while in the case of write nodes, any overlap is significant.) For each younger memory
node (with respect to the selected node), if there is an overlap with the merged node, the D bit for
the younger node are set in a similar manner. This operation ensures that younger memory nodes are
properly set dependent according to this memory node and the selected node will be set properly
dependent on any older memory node. We do not care about unknown address nodes that are older,
as they properly inhibit scheduling. At the end of the D bit generation cycle, the U bit for the selected
node is cleared.
Execution selection and scheduling then take place. This involves choosing the oldest node with
the conditions that: (1) U = 0, D = 0, (2) the other operand is ready, and (3) no older nodes exist with
U = 1. (To be more precise, read nodes can’t fire if there exist any older write nodes with U = 1 while
write nodes can’t fire if there exist any older read or write nodes with U = 1.) If there exists such a
node, it is delivered to the write buffer and virtual cache. Execution of this node might mean that
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previously dependent younger nodes are no longer blocked from execution. Thus, during scheduling
the D bit for all nodes younger than the node selected for execution must be updated.
This mechanism operates as follows. Any node with U = 0 that is younger than the node being
scheduled resets its D bit if and only if it is the oldest node that overlaps. Actually, the logic is a bit
more complex. If the node being scheduled is a read node, only write nodes are allowed to clear their
D bits since read nodes never set their D bits due to another read node. If the node being scheduled
is a write node, however, both read and write nodes take part but in different ways. An overlapping
read node will prevent younger overlapping write nodes from clearing their D bits but will not prevent
younger overlapping read nodes from doing so. But, overlapping write nodes will prevent all younger
overlapping nodes from clearing their D bits.
Now consider the implementation of multiple memory node tables. The memory system is
composed into banks based on the low bits of the 32-bit access. Each memory node table gets all
the memory nodes within the issue-multinodeword. As addresses are resolved, any node which does
not contain the appropriate address bits for that node table is simply invalidated. All of the
dependency detection hardware is implemented as above for each node table. In the case of static
scheduling, we look at each node within the multinodeword and allow them to proceed if there are
no bank conflicts. Bank conflicts will cause single cycle stalls in the pipeline.
5.4

Execution Unit

The EUNIT contains the ALUs as well as all queueing logic for the distribution buses. An
overview of the a single ALU is shown in figure 5.8. The function units are connected to distribution
buses which return results to the SUNIT. Each function unit which is scheduled to actually consists
of several function units which vary in pipeline depth. In an actual machine, it would probably make
sense to have a smaller number of complex function units with input queues from the main function
units. The idea being that certain complex function units execute functions that are not common
enough to replicate. The scheduling logic connected to each node table using the opcode could either
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route it to the simple function unit or to the appropriate complex function unit. Thus, nodes forwarded
to them for execution may have to be queued.
When a node is sent to a complex function unit, it sends along a tag indicating which of the three
node tables it came from. Then, when the result is generated, it will distribute on the bus associated
with that node table. This keeps the distribution buses balanced. Note that complex function units
prevent the associated simple function unit from distributing in that cycle (since the complex function
unit node is older). Thus, simple function unit results may have to be queued also. When either the
complex function unit input queue or the simple function unit output queue for a particular node table
is full, the scheduling logic associated with that node table will stall.
Simple function units can complete their operation in one cycle. The functions implemented are
standard 32-bit ALU operations as well as some special purpose operations. Functions implemented
in the simple function units are those that are either executed frequently or are inexpensive to
duplicate. Each function unit takes two 36 bit input operands (a 32 bit value plus four condition code
bits) and produces a 36 bit result.
The complex function units implement operations that are not common enough to replicate.
Unlike the simple function units, they may take any number of cycles to complete. They may be fully
pipelined (allowing them to take a new operation every cycle), partially pipelined or not pipelined
at all. There also may be more than one function unit that implements the same operation.
5.5

Memory Unit

Figure 5.9 provides an overview of the memory unit (MUNIT), which processes nodes related to
the memory system forms the interface to main memory. Memory nodes are merged into the memory
node table in the SUNIT. After resolving any dependencies, nodes are then routed to the virtual cache
(in the case of reads) and to the write buffer. After a basic block retires, the consistent write buffer
bank is written to the virtual and physical caches.
Another feature of the MUNIT is a write-through virtual cache. The virtual cache is connected to
a larger physical cache after translation through a TB. The write buffer also interacts with the TB
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to obtain translation information when a write node fires. This is necessary to guarantee completion
of write nodes after the corresponding basic block has retired.
The memory write buffer is provided to handle backup of memory nodes. Recall that in order to
handle backups to the general register set, the RAT is split into several banks, each of which is
dedicated to one basic block. When backup is necessary, all that is needed is that we discard all bad
RAT banks created after the basic block. However, this will not work for memory nodes because we
cannot contain the entire state of the memory system in the machine. Thus, we must use some other
method for allowing backup of write nodes.
One option is the so called ‘optimistic memory unit’ design approach described in Wen-mei Hwu’s
Ph.D dissertation [Hwu87]. He suggests that backup of memory is seldom needed and, when it does
occur, very little actually needs to be backed up. To implement a recovery system, a write node reads
the previous value of the memory location before it actually writes. This previous value is then saved
in the checkpoint, and, in the event recovery is necessary, the saved values are re-written to their
proper places.
A difficulty with this scheme is that at the time of the backup, we are forced to individually replace
saved values, which would necessarily lengthen the branch prediction repair time which is important
to minimize due to the high branch density. Also, in a multiprocessor system writing through and
possibly updating other processors and later writing back the correct value would complicate
synchronization between processors.
Here we propose an alternative scheme which is the use of a write buffer. A write buffer saves
written values associated with a basic block until the basic block is retired. At that time, all values
stored in the write buffer are written back to the memory system. The write buffer is actually a small
fully associative write-back cache. For any read node, the write buffer is accessed in parallel with
the virtual cache access. If a match occurs in the write buffer, that data is distributed.
The write back is done after basic block retirement time. The write buffer is constructed to only
contain 32-bit aligned writes. One advantage of the write buffer scheme is fast backup. If we need
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to back up, we simply flush the write buffer banks associated with invalid basic blocks. Another
advantage of the scheme is its ability to correctly update other processors (in a multiprocessor
environment) since writes do not occur until a checkpoint is retired (implying that no fault has
occurred).
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Each entry in the write buffer is fully associative. In the event of a partial write to a word (i.e. a
8-bit or 16-bit access), the full word is fetched before the entry is made in the write buffer. Each entry
consists of a valid bit, a dirty bit, a virtual address tag, a physical page number and 32 bits of data.
Write nodes are considered executed when they have updated the write buffer. This process involves
accessing the translation buffer to obtain the physical page number in addition to the possible read
in the case of a partial word write. After checkpoint retirement time, each dirty entry is written back
to the virtual cache and the physical cache and is then invalidated. When all entries in the consistent
state write buffer bank are invalidated, the next checkpoint is allowed to retire.
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Chapter 6 Simulation Description and Results
In this chapter we describe the simulation study which was conducted and present the results from
that study. The abstract processor model described in the previous chapter provides the foundation
of the simulation study. Data was collected under a variety of machine configurations for a variety
of benchmarks. Here we focus on that data collection process and the analysis of the results.
This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section we provide an overview of the
simulator. The second section presents the experimental methodology, outlining the parameterization of the abstract processor model and indicating the choice of benchmarks. In section three we
present the results.
6.1

Simulator Overview

An overview of the simulation process is shown in figure 6.1. There are two basic components:
the translating loader (tld) and the run time simulator (sim). The translating loader does an object
code to object code translation from a VAX executable file to a file of fully decoded multinodewords.
The run time simulator reads in the translated code and does a cycle by cycle simulation of the
program. System calls that are embedded in the original program are executed by the operating
system on which the simulator is running. The run-time simulator collects statistics on the execution
of the entire program except for the system calls themselves; thus, it represents the user level or
unprivileged portion of the execution.
The configuration parameter which is passed to the two parts of the simulator indicates the machine
configuration for which the data is to be collected. Not all distinct configurations require distinct
translated files. In particular, the window size for dynamic scheduling is not reflected in the translated
file, it is processed by the run-time simulator only. The memory model also does not affect the
translated file except in the case of static scheduling, where the target memory latency is needed.
Both the translating loader and the run-time simulator collect data in a specified statistics file.
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Figure 6.1
Simulation Process Overview
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The creation of a basic block enlargement file is handled by a separate program, ‘‘mkbbfile,’’
which uses the statistics file. It combines basic blocks with high frequency branches between them
into extended basic blocks. In the case of loops, multiple iterations are unrolled. The basic block
enlargement file may then be used as input to the translating loader. The run-time simulator also
supports static branch prediction (used to supplement the dynamic branch prediction) and a trace
mode that allows the simulation of perfect branch prediction.
The division of the simulator into two pieces was done for convenience in data collection. The
translating loader stores the programs fully decoded, but it is not expected that an actual machine
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would be designed for such an instruction stream. For a small price in run-time decoding, the
instruction bandwidth could be significantly reduced. Also, in the case of a dynamically scheduled
processor, a more general format to be passed through a fill unit would obviate having the compiler
know the exact function unit configuration. In this section we will first describe the translating loader,
then the run-time simulator.
6.1.1

Translating Loader

An overview of the translating loader is shown in figure 6.2, it consists of approximately 9700
lines of C. There are two main pieces, the node generator and the fill unit. The translation process
takes place for the entire program before program execution. Therefore, it is technically below the
above the DSI, even though in an actual processor it may be below the DSI. (Recall from chapter 3
that we distinguish translation activities above the DSI from those below the DSI by whether or not
a new representation of the program is created separate from the internal state of the processor.)
The translating loader is a two pass translator. A temporary file and an address map are created
on the first pass. The second pass translates all old code space addresses to new code space addresses.
This remapping is needed in three cases: branch destinations, literal PC values and jump tables entries.
Literal PC values arise in PC pushes for subroutine calls, nodes which compute jump table indices
and for branch fault nodes (used for basic block enlargement). The second pass also appends the
initialized data from the original object code to the translated file.
The mapping structure maps for each new PC, three pieces of information: the corresponding old
PC, the context and the instance number (see figure 6.3). The context of a generated basic block
consists of two groups of information: call context and register context. The call context is the current
argument count and register save mask. It is used for call/return optimization discussed below. The
register context is the current distribution slot for each of the architectural registers. It is used only
in the case of static scheduling to allow register results to be forwarded across branches.
When we use the term entry point, we mean an old PC, context pair. The third piece of information
in the mapping structure is the instance number. This is used for basic block enlargement. It
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Figure 6.2
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represents a separate instance of the same entry point. When enlarged basic blocks are generated,
multiple instances of a given entry point are created representing different branch path traversals.
When the branch fault nodes are generated, they are given instance numbers so that on the second
pass, they will be updated with the exact new code space address of the basic block to which they
should fault to. At run-time, when a branch fault node signals, it provides a new PC for continued
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Figure 6.3
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execution. The basic block generated with an instance number of zero for a given entry point is the
default basic block, it will be executed first. In the remainder of this section we will discuss details
of the node generator and the fill unit.
6.1.1.1

Node Generator

The node generator can be thought of as reversing the code generation phase of the compiler and
applying optimizations. The VAX object code is used as input and a directed acyclic graph is
produced. The node generator operates on the instruction stream one VAX instruction at a time and
generates for each instruction a list of nodes. This list is in what we call sequential correct order,
which means that correctness is preserved if they are executed in the order given. This implies two
restrictions:
• nodes cannot use as inputs the output from later nodes
• updates to registers are interpreted sequentially

Due to the differing models involved, the production of a sequential correct order is not as simple
as it might seem. The VAX Architecture is specified with a microprogrammed state machine in
mind which interprets the instruction stream as it is executed. The node generator needs to produce
a static data flow graph, suitable for execution at a later time.
A fundamental problem in converting between these two paradigms occurs in the processing of
operands with side-effects. According to the VAX architecture, operands are interpreted in instruc-
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tion-stream order and side-effects are processed one at a time. This in itself is not so much of a
problem, it just requires the decoding of the instruction stream and the generation of the nodes in
instruction-stream order. The main problem is that operand values (in the case of read and modify
access types) and operand addresses (in the case of modify, write and address access types) are
supposedly saved during operand processing. When operand addresses are generated rather than
coming from a register (i.e. they are the result of a read or an ALU operation), there is no problem
because the address is implicitly saved by the fact that the node generates a new result. However,
when operands or operand addresses are coming directly from registers, the node generator would
rather leave them there until it generates the nodes which will use them. The alternative is to generate
a redundant move node to save the contents of the register.
The goal was to generate a sequential-correct node order with an insignificant number of redundant
move nodes, and in practice this was achieved. In some cases redundant nodes are unavoidable but
those cases are mainly pathological. A simple example of when a redundant move would be
necessary (although not present in the VAX architecture) would be an instruction which swaps two
registers, for example:

SWAP

R0, R1

This instruction would have to generate three move nodes in order to create a sequential correct
order. In the case of static scheduling, this extra move node (the first one generated) will write to a
temporary register and the third move node will read from that register. In the case of dynamic
scheduling, the extra node will not specify a named register, the third move node will just refer to
the first node directly. The reason this a redundant node is that it could be eliminated if the node
generator could guarantee that the other two nodes would end up in the same issue-multinodeword.
In the case of a dynamically scheduled processor, it is only necessary that the two move nodes be in
the same execution atomic unit.
In practice, situations like this where the node generator produces less than optimal sequences in
order to preserve generality are very rare. The generation of nodes from VAX instructions has been
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highly optimized to remove as many architectural dependencies as possible and produce the
minimum number of nodes in almost all instances. In several cases this involved placing restrictions
on the object code. These restrictions did not prove to be serious limitations. The most significant
ones are described below. It should be pointed out that these don’t represent limitations of the abstract
processor model, but limitations of TLD to simplify the translation process. An actual processor
with its own compiler could overcome these restrictions.
Dynamic Branches. The use of dynamic branches, such as: JSB (R0) and CALLS $0, *funcptr
is not permitted. The reason for this is twofold. First, without knowing all possible destinations of
the branch statically, it is not possible to guarantee that all possible entry points have actually been
generated. Second, without knowing how the address was generated, it cannot be guaranteed that
adjustments have been made for the code space relocation. The only instance of a run-time generated
address that is supported is a branch through a memory read node. There are three instances of this:
RSB, RET, and CASE. The return instructions will only work if the addresses being read correspond
to previously executed JSB or CALL instructions, and if the address has not been modified on the
stack.
Instruction Stream Literals. CASE instructions must have limit operands which are instruction
stream literals. This allows the translating loader to interpret the jump table and translate code for
all entry points. PUSHR and POPR instructions most have the mask operand as an literal so the
actual register operations may be generated. CHMK instructions (system calls) must have the code
operand as a literal.
Variable Bit Field Instructions. For all 13 of these instructions (BBx, CMPV, EXTV, FFx,
INSV) two restrictions apply. The base address must be aligned to a four byte boundary and the field
itself may not cross a four byte boundary (or a register boundary for register operands).
An example of optimization that deserves special mention is the handling of VAX procedure calls
and returns. These instructions have been heavily modified, discarding all but the essential parts of
the call frame. This will work only so long as CALLx / RET sequences are generally well behaved
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and no code tries to access the call frame directly. As pointed out above, the destination (and thus
the register save mask) must be known statically. This permits the generation of explicit register
save and restore nodes. When a return is encountered, the appropriate register save mask is used.
During the static analysis of the program, the call context is saved at each branch so this will work
correctly even for recursion or if two entry points with different masks return through the same return
instruction. However, it will not work if masks are accessed on the stack and in cases where a return
does not match a call (e.g. if the call mask is constructed on the stack before the return).
The other optimizations to the procedure call are the following: the stack is assumed to be aligned,
the PSW is not preserved and the condition handler 0 is not written (this optimization saves two
32-bit writes to the stack). The FP points to the saved AP in the stack frame. In the case of CALLS,
the numarg argument is not placed on the stack, it is part of the call context which is processed during
node generation. When the return is encountered, an explicit adjustment to the stack is made. This
optimization saves an additional 32-bit write to the stack. In the case that the same procedure is
called with differing numbers of arguments, two different versions of the return sequence will be
generated.
6.1.1.2

Fill Unit

The fill unit is responsible for taking node lists produced by the node generator and scheduling
the nodes into multinodewords. It can generate code for both dynamic and static scheduling. If static
scheduling has been selected, the nodes will be placed into a basic block structure such that
intermediate results will be forwarded properly, assuming the multinodewords are scheduled in the
order created. The ALU function units have known latencies that are always met while memory is
assigned a predicted latency which is guaranteed by the hardware. Nodes which need results from
other nodes are placed in a multinodeword slot far enough back to ensure that the value will be ready.
Distributed results may either go directly to the input of a function unit (a pipeline bypass) or to the
register file. If the case of a pipeline bypass, a special tag is placed on the appropriate input and no
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temporary register is named. For intermediate results which are further away, the fill unit allocates
named temporary registers to hold them.
If dynamic scheduling has been selected, the forwarding of intermediate results is achieved by
chaining node tags together, not based on the physical placement of the nodes within the basic block
structure. The hardware guarantees synchronization of all operands and there are no constraints on
the merge sequencing of nodes. Distributed results go to the node table and to the register file. In
the dynamically scheduled case, we also allow the node table to be bypassed, but only in the case
that there are no older ready nodes to be scheduled.
The fill unit applies most standard optimizations to the code generated. Literals are propagated
through address computation nodes, common sub-expressions are eliminated and ‘orphan’ nodes are
deleted. An orphan node is a node which is no longer chained to any other node in the basic block.
This occurs when the register update of a node is eliminated due to another node writing to the register.
This is common for nodes which generate condition codes which are never actually used. It can also
happen when a literal is propagated and the intermediate value was not needed. Note that in the case
of basic block enlargement, these optimizations are taking place across multiple conditional branches.
This is one of the keys to the advantages of enlarged basic blocks as we pointed out in chapter 4.
When basic block enlargement is specified, the fill unit uses the information from an enlargement
specification file. This consists of instructions as to how many instances and which ones to create
for each old PC. If there are several entry points for a given old PC then several groups of instances
must be created. The basic procedure operates as follows. When the fill unit gets to the end of an
architectural basic block, it checks to see if enlargement is currently active. If so, it will convert the
branch assert node at the end of the basic block from a trap node to a fault node, assign an instance
number to the fault node and continue down one of the branch paths. At the end of the enlarged basic
block, the translated code is output to the temporary file and the next instance is produced. This
procedure has the characteristic that the nodes for an instruction may potentially be re-generated
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many times. Optimizations could certainly be made to save some duplicated effort but it was not
critical for our purposes.
There are several limitations to the optimizations of the fill unit. First, it employs greedy
scheduling. When a node is first encountered from the node generator, it is placed in the best available
slot at that time and it is not repositioned. This is more of a disadvantage for static scheduling than
for dynamic scheduling. For this reason, the fill unit tends not to be very good at filling branch delay
slots at the end of the basic block. In some cases a re-ordering of nodes within the basic block would
allow the branch node to be placed further ahead and thus eliminate an empty branch delay slot. This
effect is more pronounced for narrow multinodewords than for wide ones. Note, however, that the
effect of not filling a branch delay slot is small and calculable. It could only affect those cases where
an empty slot occurs at the end of a basic block (we measure how often this happens) and it could
only decrease run time by one cycle per instance (since branch confirmation nodes have a latency of
1 cycle).
The second main limitation of the fill unit is that it makes no attempt at static memory disambiguation. All memory nodes (except those that may have been deleted due to common sub-expression
elimination or orphan creation) are placed into the basic block in instruction stream order. A more
sophisticated compiler could look at the addresses being generated, even in cases where they are not
statically known, and make optimizations based on them. It could reorder memory accesses when
conflicts are known to occur and it could potentially do a better job of eliminating redundant loads
and stores. For example, suppose a loop variable is kept in memory rather than in a register and this
loop has been ‘enlarged’ through multiple iterations. The intermediate reads and writes as well as
all address computation nodes (if any) should be eliminated and the result should forward directly
within the basic block.
6.1.2

Run-time Simulator

An overview of the run-time simulator is shown in figure 6.4. It consists of approximately 8100
lines of C code. (Of these, approximately 1200 lines are in modules shared with TLD, and there are,
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Figure 6.4
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separate from both SIM and TLD, approximately 2500 additional lines of utility code.) The run-time
simulator does a cycle by cycle simulation for a specified machine configuration of the abstract
processor model (as described in chapter 5). There is no run-time decoding, the fully decoded
program is read in from an external file. The run-time simulator is mainly intended for batch use,
but a command interpreter is present to assist in debugging. It allows the printing of certain
information to be enabled and disabled. After the simulated program terminates (by executing an
EXIT system call), the simulator terminates and statistics gathered during execution are output.
The environment of the simulated program is reproduced by the simulator so as to be just as it
would have been if the original program had been executed. There are three main areas where special
attention was required: command line arguments, address translation and system calls. All of the
benchmarks used in this study take their input operands on the command line. Thus, it was necessary
to prepare a simulated argument list to the program. This was accomplished by using the tail of the
command line to the run-time simulator. The command line is of the format:

sim [options] <program file name> [simulated argument list]
After the options are processed, the remainder of the command line is used to prepare an argument
list on the simulated stack. Then, the argc and argv arguments are created and execution begins at
the first basic block in the file (the envp argument is set to 0).
Address translation is another important feature of the run-time simulator. Recall from chapter 5
that the abstract processor model has separate code and data address spaces. When the run-time
simulator starts up, it allocates a program memory array to hold the translated code. This array can
be read by the sequencer only and cannot be written. No translation is needed for instruction stream
fetches, only an index into the program array. The simulator also creates two more data regions: a
data area, which is the size of the initialized and uninitialized data from the translated file and a stack
area, which is a pre-determined size. All three of these memory regions reside in the data space of
the simulator but the stack grows down from the top of the stack region.
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When the simulated program requests more memory, through a BREAK system call, this memory
is dynamically allocated on top of the simulator’s data space. One problem is that the simulator itself
also dynamically requests memory after the initial allocation (not explicitly but through the use of
file I/O libraries). It cannot be guaranteed that the new memory requested by the simulated program
is contiguous with the originally allocated data area as it would be if the program were actually
running. Therefore, a mapping structure is used to keep track of the correspondence between the
simulated address space and the simulator address space for all of the memory that has been
dynamically allocated. Data memory accesses can thus be broken into three categories:
• 1. address > 0x3FFFFFFF

index into stack array
• 2. address < data array size

index into data array
• 3. address >= data array size

consult mapping structure for base address of allocated region
If an address range violation is encountered, this represents a memory fault and a signal is
generated to the basic block sequencer, preventing further merging. This is a normal occurrence
when a branch had been predicted incorrectly and a merged basic block tries to access memory with
an invalid address. When the branch miss is processed, execution continues normally.
Consider the handling of system calls by the run-time simulator. It is necessary to have the
operating system on which the simulator is running handle the system call. This allows the use of
benchmarks with I/O to be used without modification. However, the operating system performs the
system calls on behalf of the simulator, not the simulated program. Thus, it is necessary to translate
addresses passed to system calls from simulated space to simulator space and untranslate addresses
returned by the system call. In addition, the returned value and condition codes must be placed into
the appropriate simulated registers. The simulator implements 28 of the most common UNIX BSD
system calls. Two of these, SBRK and OBREAK are simulated and don’t generate actual system
calls and one, EXIT, causes the simulator to terminate normally.
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6.2

Experimental Methodology

In this section we present the experimental methodology. We will show how the simulator
discussed in the previous section was used to generate the data which is discussed in the rest of this
chapter. First we indicate the range of parameter values used as input the simulator. These are
configurations of the abstract processor model discussed in chapter 5. Then we will show the set of
benchmarks and describe how they were used to collect the data.
6.2.1

Experimental Parameters

Consider the range of parameters used in the simulation study (see table 6.1). The parameters
which relate directly to the abstract processor model fall into four main categories: scheduling

Table 6.1
Simulation Parameters

Configuration Parameter

Range of Values

Scheduling Discipline

Static Scheduling
Dynamic Scheduling, Window = 256
Dynamic Scheduling, Window = 1
Dynamic Scheduling, Window = 4

Issue Model

1. Sequential Model
2. MNW = 1 Memory, 1 ALU
3. MNW = 1 Memory, 2 ALU
4. MNW = 1 Memory, 3 ALU
5. MNW = 2 Memory, 4 ALU
6. MNW = 2 Memory, 6 ALU
7. MNW = 4 Memory, 8 ALU
8. MNW = 4 Memory, 12 ALU

Memory Configuration

A. 1 Cycle Memory
B. 2 Cycle Memory
C. 3 Cycle Memory
D. 1 Cycle Cache Hit, 1K Cache
E. 1 Cycle Cache Hit, 16K Cache
F. 2 Cycle Cache Hit, 1K Cache
G. 2 Cycle Cache Hit, 16K Cache

Branch Handling

Single Basic Block
Enlarged Basic Block
Perfect Prediction
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discipline, issue model, memory configuration, and branch handling. The scheduling parameters
concern static vs. dynamic scheduling and the window size for the latter. The issue model concerns
the makeup of the issue-multinodeword, and the memory configuration parameters set the number
of cycles for memory accesses and the cache size if any. The fourth parameter concerns basic block
enlargement and branch prediction. We detail each of these parameters below.
The first variable used in the simulation study is the scheduling discipline. The translating loader
and the run-time simulator both do things differently depending on whether a statically scheduled or
a dynamically scheduled machine has been specified. Thus, we need only to specify which of these
two models is being used. In addition, we vary the window size in the case of dynamic scheduling.
The window size can be specified in several ways. Here we specify it in terms of the number of
active basic blocks allowed. We allow the window size to be 1, 4, and 256. If the window size is
set to 1, this means that each basic block is completely retired before the next basic block can be
merged. Thus, no inter-basic block parallelism will be exploited. Instruction windows can also be
defines in terms of the number of nodes. The simulator collects data during execution on the total
number of active, valid and ready nodes for the purpose of measuring the size of the window.
The issue model is the second main area in which the abstract processor model is parameterized.
The issue model covers how many nodes and what types can be issued in each cycle, that is, the
format of the issue-multinodeword. The data from the translating loader on the benchmarks we
studied indicated that the static ratio of ALU to memory nodes was about 2.5 to one. Therefore, we
have simulated machine configurations for both 2 to 1 and 3 to 1. We also simulate a model with a
single memory node and a single ALU node. Finally, there is configuration we call the sequential
model, in which only a single node per cycle is issued.
The third main area of parameterization of the abstract processor model is the memory configuration. It is important to vary the memory system because we expect the tradeoffs for scheduling
discipline to be different for different configurations. We considered memory access times of 1, 2
and 3 cycles. This represents the case for a perfect cache. Also, we simulate two different cache
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sizes, 1K and 16K bytes. The cache organization is two way set associative with a 16 byte block
size. We implement an LRU replacement algorithm. Note that the write buffer acts as a fully
associative cache previous to this cache, so hit ratios are higher than might be expected. In all cases
a cache miss takes 10 cycles.
The fourth variable used in the simulation study concerns how branches are handled. Recall that
the run-time simulator implements a 2-bit counter branch predictor for dynamic branch prediction.
The counter can optionally be supplemented by static branch prediction information. This information is used only the first time a branch is encountered, all future instances of the branch will use the
counter as long as the information remains in the branch target buffer. Another option allows branches
to be predicted 100%. This is accomplished by using a trace of basic blocks previously generated.
The main purpose behind the 100% prediction test is to establish an upper-limit on performance
given that branch prediction does not constrain execution. These numbers should not be taken to be
realistic performance targets since perfect branch prediction is impossible. However, several limitations of the dynamic branch prediction scheme suggest that it may underestimate realistic performance. First, the 2-bit counter is a fairly simple scheme, even when supplemented with static branch
information. It is possible that more sophisticated techniques could yield better prediction accuracy.
Also, the simulator does not do branch fault prediction, only branch trap prediction. This means that
branches to enlarged basic blocks will always execute the number 0 instance first. A more sophisticated scheme would predict on faults such that repeated faults would cause branches to start with a
non-zero instance number. We discuss this concept further in chapter 7.
6.2.2

Data Collection Procedures

In this section we will discuss the data collection process, an overview of which is shown in figure
6.5. First consider the issue of benchmark selection. The focus of this dissertation is on general
purpose code. Scientific code has much different properties. In a program like a simple matrix
multiply, there is so much parallelism and it is so explicit, that processor architecture is almost
irrelevant. Any machine should be able to get 100% utilization of function units unless there is a
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Figure 6.5
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serious imbalance between memory speed and the number of internal registers. Vector machines
and array processors are ideal solutions if this is the only type of program being run.
The vast majority of computer systems, however, do not do matrix multiplies all day. The
benchmarks we have selected are UNIX utilities which represent the kinds of jobs that have been
considered difficult to speed up with conventional architectures. The following is the list of
benchmarks used:
• sort (sorts lines in a file)
• grep (print lines with a matching string)
• diff (find differences between two files)
• cpp (C compiler pre-processor, macro expansion)
• compress (file compression)

In order to handle basic block enlargement, two sets of input data were used for each benchmark.
The first set was used in the single basic block mode and dynamic branch data was collected. Then,
a basic block enlargement file was created using the branch data from the first simulation run. This
file was used as input to the simulations for enlarged and perfect branch prediction studies. The input
data used was different on these second simulations in order to prevent the branch data from being
overly biased.
The basic block enlargement file creation employs a very simple procedure. The branch arc
densities from the first simulated run are sorted by use. Starting from the most heavily used, basic
blocks are enlarged until one of two criteria are met. The weight on the most common arc out of a
basic block can fall below a threshold or the ratio between the two arcs out of a basic block can be
below a threshold. Only two-way conditional branches to explicit destinations can be optimized and
a maximum of 16 instances are created for original PC. A more sophisticated enlargement procedure
would consider correlations between branches and would employ more complex tests to determine
where enlarged basic blocks should be broken.
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6.3

Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section we will present the simulation results from the benchmarks and the configurations
discussed in the previous section. Each of the benchmarks were run under the conditions described
above. There are 560 individual data points for each benchmark. This represents the product of the
number of setting for each variable except that the 100% prediction test was only run on two of the
scheduling disciplines (dynamic scheduling with window sizes of 4 and 256). Many statistics were
gathered for each data point, but the main datum of interest is the total number of cycles to execute
the benchmark. This number for each configuration is then compared with that for a sequential,
statically scheduled machine. This ratio represents the speedup of the configuration.
One distinction important to clarify is that between speedup and parallelism. Speedup is the ratio
of wall-clock time to execute a particular benchmark between two different machine configurations.
The time to execute on a fully sequential base machine is divided by the time to execute on another
configuration. Parallelism is the average number of operations that are concurrently executing.
Parallelism may not be directly related to speedup due to operation redundancy. That is, a parallel
machine may do more work than a sequential machine. This has the effect of increasing the
parallelism more than a comparable increase in speedup. In fact, in some cases there may be an
increase in parallelism and a speedup of less than one. This extra work may be due to static
optimization techniques such as tree-height reduction or it may be due to backups for speculative
execution.
Another value we sometimes refer to is the average number of retired nodes per cycle. This
represents the total number of machine cycles divided into the total number of nodes which were
retired. This is different than parallelism which measures the average number of nodes executed per
cycle. In the case of a sequential, statically scheduled machine, retired nodes and executed nodes
are the same. Un-retired but executed nodes are those that are scheduled but end up being thrown
away due to branch prediction misses (either faults or traps). The only differences between speedup
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and the number of nodes retired per cycle are due to compile time optimizations for differing word
widths.
Figure 6.6 summarizes the results from all the benchmarks as a function of the issue model and
scheduling discipline. This graph represents data from the memory configuration ‘A’ for each of
the eight issue models. That is, the data is for the case of a constant 1 cycle memory across a variety
of multinodeword widths. The ten lines on this graph represent the four scheduling disciplines for
single and enlarged basic blocks and the two scheduling disciplines for perfect branch prediction
case.
The most important thing to note from this graph is that variation of performance among the
different schemes is strongly dependent on the width of the multinodeword and in particular on the
number of memory nodes issued per cycle. In a case like issue model ‘2’, where only one memory
and one ALU node are issued per cycle, the variation in speedup among all schemes is fairly low,
falling between 1.0 and 1.9. However, for issue model ‘8’, where up to 16 nodes can be issued per
cycle the variation is between 1.2 and 8.5.
We also see that basic block enlargement has a significant performance benefit for all scheduling
disciplines. Implementing dynamic scheduling with a window size of one does little better than static
scheduling, while a window size of four comes close to a window size of 256. This effect is more
pronounced for enlarged basic blocks than for single basic blocks. Also note that there is significant
additional parallelism present that even a window size of 256 cannot exploit. Thus, there is promise
for better branch prediction and/or compiler techniques.
It is interesting to note that using enlarged basic blocks with a window size of one still does not
perform as well as using single basic blocks with a window size of four (although they are close).
These are two different ways of exploiting speculative execution. In the case of enlarged basic blocks
without multiple checkpoints, the hardware can exploit parallelism within the basic block but cannot
overlap execution with other basic blocks. In the alternative case of a large instruction window
composed of single basic blocks, we do not have the advantage of the static optimizations to reduce
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the number of nodes and raise utilization of issue bandwidth. Taking advantage of both mechanisms
yields significantly higher performance than machines using either of the two individually can
achieve.
Figure 6.7 summarizes the data as a function of memory configuration and scheduling discipline.
This graph presents data for an issue model ‘8’ for each of the seven memory configurations. Each
of the lines on the graph represents one of the ten scheduling disciplines as in the previous graph (the
first column in this graph is exactly the last column in the previous graph). Note the order of the
memory configurations on the horizontal axis. The first three data points are for single cycle memory
with various cache sizes, the second three points are two cycle memory and the last data point is
three cycle memory.
Note that the slopes of the lines are all fairly close. What this means is that as a percentage of
execution time, the lines higher on the graph are affected less by the slower memory than the lines
lower on the graph. In going from 1 cycle memory to 3 cycle memory, the perfect branch prediction
case for a window size of 256 loses 12% of its overall performance, the enlarged basic block, dynamic
scheduling configuration with a window size of four loses 23% and the static scheduling single basic
block configuration loses 33% of its performance.
It might seem at first as though tripling the memory latency should have a much greater affect on
performance than in any of these cases. Note that the memory system is fully pipelined. Thus, even
with a latency of 3 cycles, a memory read can be issued every cycle to each read port. In the case
of static scheduling, the compiler has organized the nodes to achieve an overlap of memory operations
while in the case of dynamic scheduling, the scheduling logic performs the same function. This is
particularly true for enlarged basic blocks where there is more of an opportunity to organize the nodes
so as to hide the memory latency.
As it turns out, even across all issue models there were no cases of steep curves as a function of
memory configuration. This fact suggests that tolerance to memory latency is correlated with high
performance. It is only machines that are tolerant of high memory latency to begin with which reach
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a high performance level with 1 cycle memory. Increasing the memory latency to 3 cycles has a
minor affect on them. Machines that are intolerant of high memory latency do not perform well even
with fast memory, so they have less to lose when the memory slows down. This makes intuitive
sense as well. Being able to execute many nodes per cycle means having lots of parallelism available.
If the memory slows down, this just means that there are more outstanding memory reads so more
memory operations must be simultaneously executing. As we see from the graph, this is true even
in the issue model ‘8’ case, indicating that even more parallelism could be exploited with more paths
to memory. Of course, the situation would be much different if the memory system were not fully
pipelined. In that case a path to memory would have to go idle and we would expect a major decrease
in performance as the memory slows down.
Figure 6.8 summarizes variations among the benchmarks as a function of a variety of machine
configurations. We have chosen 14 composite configurations which slice diagonally through the 8
by 7 matrix of issue model and memory configuration. The five lines on the graph represent the
performance on the given configuration for each of the benchmarks. The scheduling discipline is
dynamic scheduling with a window size of four with enlarged basic blocks. The benchmarks are
similar in their general trend and vary from 30% below to 40% above the average over the range of
configurations. As would be expected, the variation (percentage-wise) is higher for wide multinodewords. Several benchmarks take a dip in going from configuration ‘5B’ to configuration ‘5D’.
This is due to low memory locality; the ‘B’ configuration has constant 2 cycle memory and the ‘D’
configuration as 1 cycle hit, 10 cycle miss memory with a 1K cache. This effect is also noticeable in
figure 6.7 in comparing the ‘B’ column to the ‘D’ column.
Consider the issue of dynamic vs. static scheduling. Recall from chapter 4 that there are two
separate reasons that performance may be increased due to decoupling the nodes within a multinodeword. They are the handling of memory reads and the use of multiple checkpoints. First we’ll
address the former issue. In order to do this, we will look only at dynamic scheduling with a window
size of one (i.e. the dynamically scheduled machine only takes advantage of parallelism within a
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basic block). This represents a reasonable comparison disregarding multiple basic block issues since
in the case of static scheduling, the compiler optimized the same unit of work. We can thus measure
the advantage of allowing dynamic memory disambiguation and variable memory latency to be
applied to only the appropriate nodes without affecting other nodes in the same multinodeword.
Figure 6.9 shows the difference between static scheduling and dynamic scheduling (with a window
size of one) for all 56 machine configurations. All of this data is for enlarged basic blocks. This
graph indicates some interesting trends. As we would expect, when memory is fast and predictable
(memory A), the advantage of decoupling is not very significant, accounting for slightly more than
0.1 nodes per cycle. However, when memory is slow and the cache miss rate is high (memory F),
the difference is larger.
It is important to distinguish this memory-related decoupling advantage from that of handling
multiple checkpoints, which is related to exploiting parallelism across basic blocks. Note that
enlargement is one particular method of exploiting parallelism across basic blocks. Thus, when we
compare static and dynamic scheduling using enlarged basic blocks, we are not restricting ourselves
to the architectural basic blocks, both machines are able to exploit parallelism across many basic
blocks (but within one EAU). Increasing the window size of a dynamically scheduled machine, even
in the case of enlarged basic blocks, further increases performance. This can be seen in figure 6.10.
This is a graph of the additional nodes per cycle achieved in going from a window size of one to a
window size of four for enlarged basic blocks.
The additional parallelism available here is largely independent of memory configuration as
evidenced by the close tracking of the seven lines. It is, however, largely dependent on the width of
the multinodeword in general and on the number of memory nodes in particular. It is not clear how
much of this additional parallelism could be exploited through static scheduling. It is possible that
some could be achieved by simply making the the enlarged basic blocks larger but there is a point
of diminishing returns. Through the use of multiple checkpoints, a decoupled machine can exploit
this parallelism across basic blocks more efficiently, fewer nodes are discarded. This is the other
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advantage of decoupling. It allows a smoother exploitation of parallelism as the instruction window
slides over the instruction stream. Critical to this is the efficient handling of branch prediction misses.
Work in progress previous to the errant branch must not be disturbed.
Figure 6.11 presents the operation redundancy for the eight issue models as a function of
scheduling discipline. This graph illustrates one of the keys to speculative execution in particular
and decoupled architectures in particular. Note that the order of the scheduling disciplines in figure
6.11 is exactly opposite from that in figure 6.9. Thus, the higher performing machines tend to throw
away more operations. In the case of the dynamically scheduled machine with enlarged basic blocks
and a window size of 256, nearly one out of every four nodes executed ends up being discarded.
This is the price to pay for higher performance. However, note that this same configuration with a
window size of four has a significantly higher efficiency, but the performance (from figure 6.9) is
almost identical.
Figure 6.12 shows EAU size histograms for single and enlarged basic blocks averaged over all
benchmarks. As would be expected, the original basic blocks are small and the distribution is highly
skewed. Over half of all basic blocks executed are between 0 and 4 nodes. The use of enlargement
makes the curve much flatter. However, a caveat should be made about this graph. The basic block
enlargement techniques employed here should be distinguished from techniques that don’t require
dynamic branch prediction. In those cases, mainly successful with scientific code, basic blocks are
enlarged by reorganizing the code and by inserting fix-up code if necessary. Then, the efficiency
issue is still present, it is reflected in how many fix-up nodes are executed, but it is more restricted.
Through the use of dynamic branch prediction, basic blocks could be made arbitrarily large. The
performance would start to fall with the lowering efficiency and the diminishing returns of large
basic blocks.
In figure 6.13 we see window size distributions. This graph shows the number of active nodes
for single and enlarged basic blocks for window sizes of one and 256. Recall from chapter 5 that an
active node is one that has been issued but not yet scheduled. It may either be waiting for operands
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(‘waiting’) or waiting for resources (‘ready’). These curves are for the maximum performance
configuration (issue 8, memory A). We see that there is a significant reduction in the skew of the
distribution through the application of both enlargement and multiple checkpoints. The change is
more dramatic for enlargement. This is mainly due to the issue bottleneck for this machine. The
multinodeword is 16 nodes wide and we saw from figure 6.12 that only a small percentage of the
original basic blocks are that large. Thus, many issue slots are filled with NOPs. Work simply can’t
be issued into the machine fast enough to keep the data path busy. It would be expected that in
machines with narrower issue multinodewords, the balance between enlargement and multiple
checkpoints would be different.
In the final graph, figure 6.14, we consider the correlation between window size and performance.
This graph contains 366 data points of window size in number of active nodes and performance in
terms of retired nodes per cycle. All 56 configurations are presented over all three dynamic
scheduling window sizes for both single and enlarged basic blocks. The squares are the single basic
block data points and the diamonds are the enlarged basic block data points. The value used for the
horizontal axis was computed as the harmonic mean of all window sizes for each configuration
averaged together for all benchmarks. We see that, although there is a general trend toward increasing
performance with larger window sizes, there is quite a wide spread. A large window size is important
for high performance but many other issues are critical also.
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Figure 6.12
EAU Size Histograms for Single and Enlarged Basic Blocks
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Window Size Histograms for Single and Enlarged Basic Blocks
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Chapter 7 Conclusions
Engineering involves the analysis of tradeoffs. In the case of computer engineering this analysis
is particularly complex since solutions typically have few constraints. Modern computer systems
are so complex that the tradeoffs are usually difficult to understand completely. Decisions at one
level may have wide reaching effects on other levels. Thus, an important facet of any serious
computer design project is the careful consideration of how to allocate resources among the different
levels of the machine. This fact has long been appreciated by most computer engineers. The
following quote comes from 1946 in a discussion about which functions to include in an arithmetic
unit by Burks, Goldstine and von Neuman:
“We wish to incorporate into the machine -- in the form of circuits -- only such logical concepts
as are either necessary to have a complete system or highly convenient because of the frequency
with which they occur and the influence they exert in the relevant mathematical situations. ” 1
Another early reference comes from 1962 in the description of project STRETCH in which Werner
Buchholz states a guiding principle as follows:
“The objective of economic efficiency was understood to imply minimizing the cost of answers,
not just the cost of hardware. This meant repeated consideration of the costs associated with
programming, compilation, debugging, and maintenance, as well as the obvious cost of
machine time for production computation. ... A corollary of this principle was the recognition
that complex tasks always entail a price in information (and therefore money) and that this
price is minimized by selecting the proper form of payment -- sometimes extra hardware,
sometimes extra instruction executions, and sometimes harder thought in developing programming systems.” 2
The 1980’s have brought significant changes in processor design. Microprocessors have made
great strides, eroding the mini and mainframe markets. In many cases, new processors have been
designed with more functionality in software and less in hardware. Some have suggested that these
changes have been the result of the basic principle stated above, that of optimizing hardware/software
tradeoffs, being discovered. Was it forgotten in the 1970’s and re-discovered in the 1980’s?

1
2

[BuGv46]; from [Taub63]; from [BeNe71], p. 98
[Buch62], pp. 7 - 8
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Actually, this design principle has always been applied; here a different phenomenon has been at
work.
Ever since the first stored program computer was designed 40 years ago, microarchitecture and
compiler technology have both evolved tremendously. Some of these changes are: different ratios
of processor speed and memory speed, increasing significance of chip boundaries and improved
compiler technology. At each step in this evolution, computer designers have attempted to strike a
balance in the placement of functionality. At various times certain functions have been moved from
hardware to software and vice versa, and this movement is likely to continue. It has been this change
in technology, not a change in design philosophy which has caused tradeoffs to be optimized in
different ways. Thus, what we have witnessed in the 1980’s has been an evolution in the field of
computer engineering, not a revolution.
Continuing this process of evolution, this dissertation has explored the notion of employing
advanced hardware techniques for exploiting fine grained parallelism in general purpose instruction
streams. By providing more background for the analysis of hardware/software tradeoffs, we can
better understand what the limits of single instruction stream processors are and better assess how
to most cost-effectively allocate resources within a computer system. In this chapter we will first
draw on the simulation results from the previous chapter as well as ideas from other chapters and
focus on the limits to performance in single instruction streams. In the second and final section we
will discuss several areas of future research.
7.1

Limits of Single I-Stream Processors

In this dissertation we have identified three closely related hardware concepts and explored their
effectiveness (see Table 7.1). They are dynamic scheduling, dynamic branch prediction and basic
block enlargement. The key ideas behind each of these concepts are node decoupling, speculative
execution and assert nodes respectively. We have shown that through the application of these
techniques, more parallelism can be exploited than is generally recognized to be present in general
purpose instruction streams.
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Table 7.1
Performance Enhancement Concepts

Concept

Key Idea

Performance Implications

Dynamic
Scheduling

Node Decoupling

Allows Dynamic Re-ordering of Memory Reads
cache misses
dynamic address disambiguation
More Efficient Use of Speculative Execution
higher issue bandwidth
intermediate backup for higher efficiency

Dynamic Branch Speculative Execution
Prediction

Exploitation of Parallelism Across Basic Blocks
no fix-up code
dynamic branch conditions
Ability to Exploit Assert Nodes

Basic Block
Enlargement

Static Optimization of Large Units of Work
re-optimization across branches
fewer named registers required
Better Utilization of Issue Bandwidth
Efficiency Tradeoff With Node Decoupling

Assert Nodes

The first idea, node decoupling, involves allowing nodes within each multinodeword (i.e. the group
of nodes issued into the machine in each cycle) to be scheduled independently. Decoupling is an
unbinding of the processes of issuing and scheduling. The advantages of decoupling fall into two
main categories. First, it allows memory reads to be re-ordered at run-time. This is advantageous
when the latency for a memory read can vary (e.g. due to a cache miss). By decoupling, other nodes
are not slowed down by the node which has to wait. The ability to disambiguate memory addresses
at run-time is another performance advantage of allowing memory reads to be re-ordered. Hardware
can check memory addresses and determine if preserving instruction stream order is necessary. The
second main category of decoupling advantages has to do with execution efficiency. In short, it
allows speculative execution to be exploited more efficiently. Both non-decoupled and decoupled
machines can take advantage of speculative execution, but, with decoupling, the advantages of larger
basic blocks can be traded off with the advantages of having multiple checkpoints with intermediate
backup capability.
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Speculative execution is the second main idea discussed in this dissertation. It allows parallelism
to be exploited across branches without the need for fix-up code and without having to statically
determine branch directions. Speculative execution also allows assert nodes to be implemented,
which are the third key idea. Speculative execution is closely tied to decoupling and assert nodes.
The way it is exploited depends on whether decoupling is present and whether assert nodes are
implemented.
Assert nodes allow multiple basic blocks to be packed together and optimized as a single unit.
This is advantageous from the standpoint of eliminating redundant nodes and maximizing issue
bandwidth. In the case of a decoupled machine, a tradeoff exists between the size of the enlarged
basic blocks created with assert nodes and the size of the instruction window. If the former is too
large and the latter too small, performance will suffer from a low execution efficiency. A large number
of nodes will be discarded due to branch faults.
In chapter 6 we presented simulation results showing realistic processors exploiting these three
ideas achieving speedup in excess of 4 on non-scientific benchmarks. Given the complexity of the
hardware required, some might consider this an upper bound on the performance of single instruction
stream processors. Actually, we consider this more of a lower bound. There are many unexplored
avenues which should be able to push the degree of parallelism even higher. First, we have not fully
optimized the use of the techniques analyzed. Better branch prediction could have been used, and
the implementation of basic block enlargement could have been improved. There are also many
issues we did not address directly in this dissertation. In the remainder of this section we will examine
two areas in which artificial limits are typically placed on single instruction stream processors: by
the architecture and by the compiler.
7.1.1

Architectural Considerations

As hardware and software technology evolves, the instruction set architecture best matched to that
technology also changes. This presents a basic dilemma. By decoupling the architecture from a
particular implementation, a company preserves investment in object code and compilers, and can
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easily market a family of compatible products. However, once an architecture is successful, it dies
very slowly, even after technological changes have made previous tradeoffs no longer appropriate.
Sometimes the mismatch between the architecture and the implementation can be so large as to
significantly hamper performance. In many cases, however, a mismatch between the architecture
and the implementation will not cause a serious performance penalty if a little effort is made and a
few clever ideas are introduced. However, suppose we are given a blank slate. Let us consider some
of the ideal characteristics for an instruction set architecture given an implementation incorporating
the mechanisms discussed in the previous chapters.
There are many constraints imposed on the implementation by the instruction stream format, as
opposed to its semantic content. Ideally, there should be no implicit sequentiality, such as sequentially
defined, microcode-based decode syntax. Instead, the instruction stream should be formatted into a
data flow graph. This does not mean that there should be no encoding, only that the decoding should
be able to proceed in parallel as much as possible. Another ideal feature is that instruction stream
should be formatted into EAUs, whatever size they are, with header information at the beginning of
the EAU. Thus, for basic block EAUs, the processor can fetch the entry point to the basic block and
immediately determine how large it is and how it is resolved (e.g. branch through a memory node,
two way branch to explicit addresses, and so on).
Related to these issues but having to do with the semantics of the instruction stream itself are
several other desirable features. The use of global condition codes is a concept whose time has gone.
By eliminating condition codes and having nodes refer explicitly to the results of other nodes,
enforcing flow dependencies while eliminating all others gets easier. Another helpful concept is the
separation of control from data. In particular, return addresses can be maintained separately to speed
up the fetching and decoding of the instruction stream when a return is encountered. This technique
can be applied to calls and returns as well as interrupt and exception entries and exits. Minimizing
dynamic branches also helps in this regard. Architectural features such as jump tables and case
statements require dynamic branches in addition to language features such as being able to pass
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functions as parameters. Thus, some sort of tradeoff is necessary. How important are the architectural and language features and can they be restricted without causing problems for compiler writers?
A concept often overlooked is the complication in dealing with memory mapped I/O. In a machine
which supports dynamic branch prediction and out of order execution, the order of memory accesses
is not guaranteed within the instruction window (which may bridge several unconfirmed branches).
This is not acceptable for I/O devices because reads typically have side-effects. By separating
memory from I/O, the processor can more cleanly enforce read-after-read dependencies without
having to resort to run-time tests to distinguish the addresses.
Interrupt and exception precision is another important issue. If the AAU size is the same as the
EAU size, then the processor does not have to have additional hardware to step through AAUs to
recreate a boundary which was dissolved in the EAU creation process. This will involve some higher
level software issues. If we force precision at a level as large as an enlarged basic block, it may be
difficult in some circumstances to determine the exact node which caused the problem. This can be
alleviated somewhat by adding node and operand information to the exception frame before the
exception handler is called.
Another beneficial side-effect of having large AAUs is that fewer architectural registers are
needed. Only results which are written in one basic block and are needed in another basic block need
to be put into named registers. Our simulations have shown that the number of register writes within
an enlarged basic block was typically less than two. In other words, the number of general purpose
registers could have been reduced to a very small number without hampering performance. The
importance of large numbers of internal temporary registers should not be confused with the need
for architectural registers.
Note that large EAUs does not necessitate longer interrupt latency. If low interrupt latency is
critical and if the interrupt rate is low enough, the EAU which is being executed can be thrown away.
That is, an interrupt can force an immediate fault and when the interrupt routine is over the faulted
basic block can be re-issued.
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There are also many architectural issues which relate directly to the language and application.
First, the choice of nodes itself is critical. The primitives used should be well matched to the higher
levels. For example, in our simulator, we implemented an INDX4 node which adds its first operand
to its second operand shifted two bits to the left. In terms of ALU complexity, this is little more than
an add, but it will save a node and a stage in the dependency chain when indexing arrays of 4 byte
elements. If this node is present as a primitive, then obviously the compiler needs to know about it.
(In our study, because VAX code was used as the source, most of the array indexing was done using
VAX indexed addressing modes, so the translating loader could detect these cases. If we had been
simulating from code for a more primitive architecture, it would have been harder to detect and
optimize for this case.)
Finally, consider how language/architecture optimizations go the other way, that is how architecture affects language. The definition of programming languages has always been tied somewhat to
processor architectures, in some cases more closely than others. C is a good example of a language
that was defined with efficient execution in mind. Run-time array bounds checking was left out of
the language specification, presumably because on a conventional machine it can be a significant
performance penalty. However, with dynamic branch prediction array bounds checking can become
very inexpensive. The nodes which verify that indices are in bounds can be packed into the basic
block in places that might otherwise contain NOPs. If the indices are in bounds, the nodes would
execute silently and signal otherwise. There are other ways in which assert nodes can be exploited
for their ability to optimize for low frequency branches. Thus, future languages which can benefit
from this and other architectural features are likely to change in the things that are defined.
7.1.2

Compiler Techniques

Now that we have looked at architectural features which limit performance, we will consider
compiler technology. Compilers have great potential in allowing more parallelism to be exploited.
Contrary to what some have suggested, dynamic scheduling does not obviate a complex compiler,
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it just changes some of the mechanisms that are needed. Wider multinodewords put more pressure
on both the hardware and the compiler to find more parallelism to exploit.
The importance of optimizing for a particular EAU size is often overlooked. The code for large
EAUs, for example enlarged basic blocks, needs to be optimized in view of EAU size. The whole
process of allocating registers and eliminating common sub-expressions and redundant memory
operations is tied to the EAU size for which it is done. There are hardware techniques for doing this,
but typically this job would fall on the compiler. The process of enlarging basic blocks itself is
typically a compiler intensive process.
The ordering of nodes within the basic block is also important. Dynamically scheduled processors
typically schedule oldest node first. This means that the priority of nodes will be determined by the
placement within the instruction stream. By putting important nodes, for example branch confirmation nodes, early in the basic block the scheduling priority can be set. There are other ways also in
which with knowledge of how the processor will schedule, the compiler can put more parallelism
within the instruction window. This lowers hardware cost by allowing higher performance for a
given window size.
Compile-time hints on branch direction is also a must. The first time a branch is encountered,
before run-time information can be used, the compiler is best equipped to make a determination about
which direction should be predicted. This can be a significant performance bonus since branch
density is typically highly skewed. A significant percentage of branch are executed a very small
number of times within the program.
Another area of great potential is the application of advanced basic block enlargement techniques.
One technique which could be employed to advantage is the implementation of multi-way branches.
We have shown how multiple nodes within an enlarged basic block can point to other nodes as branch
fault nodes. It is also the case that more than one of the arcs leaving a basic block can be trap arcs
instead of fault arcs. By combining two sides of a branch which both have no side effects, it is
possible to create a basic block with multiple trap nodes. This is not as uncommon as it might seem.
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This would be the case if a value is computed and a branch is made based on that value but it is never
used for any other purpose. Thus, it is possible to create multi-way branches in which multiple tests
are done within a basic block and one of many trap arcs signals which basic block to continue with.
7.2

Areas of Future Research

We conclude this dissertation with a discussion of several areas of future research. In the preceding
section we have touched on many areas where more study is required. In this section we will focus
on two particular areas which are more long term in nature: multiple instruction stream processors
and adaptive basic block enlargement techniques.
7.2.1

Multiple Instruction Stream Processors

In this dissertation we have focused on enhancing the performance of single instruction stream
processors. In the introduction some of the tradeoffs between inter-instruction stream and intra-instruction stream parallelism were discussed. We implicitly assumed that a given processor would
only be executing a single instruction stream at any given time. Alternatively, a single processor
could simultaneously execute multiple instruction streams. In such a processor, all of the instruction
streams share the same ALUs, paths to memory and register files. (However, there may be
restrictions on the sharing of registers between instruction streams.) The advantage of such a
processor is that it can exploit inter-instruction stream parallelism to keep ALUs and paths to memory
fully utilized.
Figure 7.1 shows a graph of parallelism exploited on single processors. The horizontal axis is the
degree of intra-instruction stream parallelism exploited (in terms of the number of simultaneously
executing nodes per instruction stream) and the vertical axis is the degree of inter-instruction stream
exploited (in terms of the number of simultaneously executing instruction streams).
Conventional processors do not exploit much of either type of parallelism. Only one instruction
stream is executing at a time and usually a small number of nodes are simultaneously executing.
Techniques such as we have described in this dissertation have focused on moving horizontally on
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the graph. There is still only one instruction stream being executed at a time, but there may be a
large number of simultaneously executing nodes.
The HEP-1 was a departure in that it moved vertically. It was able to exploit parallelism across
instruction streams but there was no intra-instruction stream parallelism possible. Within an
instruction stream, each node was fully executed before the next node started execution. The Horizon
couples the multiple instruction stream concept of the HEP-1 with the ability to exploit parallelism
within an instruction stream as well. The compiler specifies the dependencies between instruction
words, but the Horizon is not a fully decoupled microarchitecture. The nodes within an instruction
word all execute together. It is similar to a statically scheduled wide word machine except that instead
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of stalling the pipeline or inserting NOPs when parallelism cannot be found, other instruction streams
are executed.
From the other perspective, imagine how one would modify a processor incorporating the features
described in this dissertation such that it could execute multiple instruction streams. The most general
solution would be to attach process identification tags to nodes within the machine. Then merging,
scheduling and distribution would simply operate on a pool of nodes as before but they would belong
to different instruction streams. This would allow the processor to freely trade off inter- and
intra-instruction stream parallelism. One problem to overcome is that when a trap or fault occurs in
a particular instruction stream, it must be possible to backup to a previous consistent state in that
instruction stream only without affecting other instruction streams.
In a processor of this sort, an important issue becomes the sharing of registers between instruction
streams. At one extreme (exhibited by the HEP-1) is a single register file which all instruction streams
can access uniformly. This imposes significant constraints on the register file in terms of access time
and/or the number of ports needed. At the other extreme would be a case where no sharing could
take place at all. This would allow the registers to be banked in such a way that they become less
expensive to implement. However, scheduling constraints may be imposed. The tradeoff between
sharing registers and constraining scheduling must be weighed carefully in light of how the
instruction streams are created and managed in addition to the target job mix.
7.2.2

Adaptive Basic Block Enlargement

The basic block enlargement techniques discussed in chapters 4 and 6 only scratch the surface of
what is possible. With more sophisticated software and hardware techniques, even more parallelism
can be exploited. Ideally, a processor could adaptively enlarge basic blocks in order to take advantage
of parallelism wherever it may be. This concept could be realized in many different ways and to
different extents. A simple start is run-time fault prediction logic which operates analogously to
dynamic branch prediction. The branch target buffer would maintain for a given entry point
information on which other basic block, if any, it has most recently faulted to. Then, code that
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branches to that entry point can directly branch to a different basic block. (One side-effect of this
scheme is that every basic block must contain assert nodes verifying the entry conditions rather than
assuming entry conditions are correct because a fault must have caused the entry.)
More sophisticated adaptive enlargement techniques could employ hardware and/or software to
re-enlarge basic blocks based on run-time information. The techniques we discussed in chapter 4
and simulated in chapter 6 were based on branch arc densities taken from a sample run of the program.
A processor could maintain this information dynamically and flag basic blocks in which execution
is highly skewed toward one particular next basic block. Extending this concept would be the ability
to enlarge basic block across a dynamic branch. Suppose an address is computed or read from
memory and then used as the next PC, but it is always or almost always the same. A special assert
node could be inserted to check the value of the run-time address and this next basic block could be
combined with the first one.
Adaptive basic block enlargement techniques such as these allows a computer to ‘‘learn’’ as it
gains experience with a particular program how to best optimize execution for that program. This
could involve an actual re-compilation of the program, such that the external code is modified or it
could be confined to the internal state of the processor. In either case, the techniques could allow
future processors to exploit parallelism with much fewer restrictions and in much more dynamic
environments than is currently possible.
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Appendix A Node Opcodes
Table A.1
Dynamic Node Opcode Usage

Opcode

% Usage

Latency

Description

ADD4

20.348

1

add two 32-bit integers

SUB4

17.015

1

subtract two 32-bit integers

READ4

14.601

1,2,3,10

read a 32-bit value

WRITE4

8.502

-

write a 32-bit value

SIGZS

7.765

1

signal if (a:Z EQL 1) XOR (taken)

READ1

4.421

1,2,3,10

read an 8-bit value

READ1S

4.042

1,2,3,10

read an 8-bit value, sign extend

SUB1

4.027

1

subtract two 8-bit integers

SIGZC

3.894

1

signal if (a:Z EQL 0) XOR (taken)

MOV4

3.738

1

32-bit move

SIGNS

2.212

1

signal if (a:N EQL 1) XOR (taken)

SIGNC

2.172

1

signal if (a:N EQL 0) XOR (taken)

WRITE1

2.063

-

write an 8-bit value

CAND4

1.300

1

32-bit ({NOT} A AND B)

READ1Z

0.785

1,2,3,10

read an 8-bit value, zero extend

ASH4

0.622

2

arithmetic shift A operand by B:<8:0>

SIGZNS

0.530

1

signal if ((A:Z OR A:N) EQL 1) XOR (taken)

AND4

0.448

1

32-bit AND

INDEX4

0.267

1

32-bit add with 2 bit shift

SIGZNC

0.180

1

signal if ((A:Z OR A:N) EQL 0) XOR (taken)

READ2

0.116

1,2,3,10

read a 16-bit value

ROT4R

0.107

2

rotate A operand right by B:<4:0>

SIGZCC

0.106

1

signal if ((A:Z OR A:C) EQL 0) XOR (taken)

SIGCC

0.095

1

signal if (A:C EQL 0) XOR (taken)

SIGZCS

0.091

1

signal if ((A:Z OR A:C) EQL 1) XOR (taken)

AND2

0.083

1

16-bit AND

READ4I

0.075

1,2,3,10

read a 32-bit I-stream value (for CASE)

SIGLBC

0.074

1

signal if (A:0 EQL 0) XOR (taken)

SIGCS

0.054

1

signal if (A:C EQL 1) XOR (taken)
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Opcode

% Usage

Latency

Description

MUL4

0.051

4

multiply two 32-bit integers

SIGLBS

0.045

1

signal if (A:0 EQL 1) XOR (taken)

DIV4

0.037

8

divide two 32-bit integers

CVWLS

0.037

1

convert 16-bit integer to 32 bits, sign extend

WRITE2

0.022

-

write a 16-bit value

READ2S

0.017

1,2,3,10

read a 16-bit value, sign extend

OR4

0.014

1

32-bit OR

DIVE

0.013

1

extended divide

XOR4

0.011

1

32-bit exclusive OR

OR2

0.007

1

16-bit OR

CAND2

0.005

1

16-bit ({NOT} a AND b)

CVLW

0.003

1

convert 32-bit integer to 16 bits

READ2Z

0.002

1,2,3,10

read a 16-bit value, zero extend

CVLB

0.002

1

convert 32-bit integer to 8 bits

MASKZ

0.001

2

zero extend A:0 up from bit B:<4:0> + 1

CVBLS

0.001

1

convert 8-bit integer to 32 bits, sign extend

CVBLZ

0.000

1

convert 8-bit integer to 32 bits, zero extend

READFD

----

1,2,3,10

read a 32-bit F/D floating value

READG

----

1,2,3,10

read a 32-bit G floating value

MOV1

----

1

8 bit move

MOV2

----

1

16 bit move

MOVFD

----

1

F/D floating move

MOV_G

----

1

G floating move

CVWLZ

----

1

convert 16 to 32

CVBWZ

----

1

convert 8 to 16

CVBWS

----

1

convert 8 to 16

CVWB

----

1

convert 16 to 8

ADD1

----

1

add two 8 bit integers

ADD2

----

1

add two 16 bit integers

ADDC

----

1

add C bit of 2nd operand

SUB2

----

1

subtract two 16 bit integers

SUBC

----

1

subtract C bit of 2nd operand

INDEX2

----

1

index with 1 bit shift

INDEX4P

----

1

INDEX4 and 4 added to result

INDEX8

----

1

index with 3 bit shift
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Opcode

% Usage

Latency

Description

INDEX8P

----

1

INDEX8 and 4 added to result

INDEX8R

----

1

index

OR1

----

1

8 bit OR

AND1

----

1

8 bit AND

CAND1

----

1

8 bit ({NOT} a AND b)

XOR1

----

1

8 bit exclusive OR

XOR2

----

1

16 bit exclusive OR

ROT4L

----

2

rotate a operand left by b:0

CLRBIT

----

2

clear bit b:0 in a:0

SETBIT

----

2

set bit b:0 in a:0

MASKS

----

2

sext a:0 up from bit pos. b:0 + 1

MASKN

----

2

zero a:0 down from bit pos. b:0

FFCLR

----

2

find first clear a:0 up to b:0

FFSET

----

2

find first set a :0 up to b :0

MUL1

----

4

multiply two 8 bit integers

MUL2

----

4

multiply two 16 bit integers

DIV1

----

8

divide two 8 bit integers

DIV2

----

8

divide two 16 bit integers

TSTQ

----

1

generate CCs

CVDF

----

1

convert D floating to F floating

CVGF

----

1

convert G floating to F floating

SIGVC

----

1

signal if (a:V EQL 0) XOR (taken)

SIGVS

----

1

signal if (a:V EQL 1) XOR (taken)

SIGACB

----

1

signal if (C ? (!N) : (Z|N)) ^ (taken)

SETC7

----

1

a:7 -- C bit (byte sign)

SETC15

----

1

a:15 -- C bit (word

SETC31

----

1

a:31 -- C bit (longword sign)

ADDF

----

4

F format add

SUBF

----

4

F format subtract (b - a)

MULF

----

8

F format multiply

MULFI

----

8

F format multiply and integerize

MULFF

----

8

F format multiply and fractionize

DIVF

----

12

F format divide (b / a)

CVIF1

----

4

convert 8-bit integer to F floating

CVIF2

----

4

convert 16-bit integer to F floating
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Opcode

% Usage

Latency

Description

CVIF4

----

4

convert 32-bit integer to F floating

CVFI1

----

4

convert F floating to 8-bit integer (2 op)

CVFI2

----

4

convert F floating to 16-bit integer (2 op)

CVFI4

----

4

convert F floating to 32-bit integer

CVRFI4

----

4

convert F floating to 32-bit integer

CVDI1

----

4

convert D floating to 8-bit integer (2 op)

CVDI2

----

4

convert D floating to 16-bit integer (2 op)

CVDI4

----

4

convert D floating to 32-bit integer

CVRDI4

----

4

convert D floating to 32-bit integer

CVGI1

----

4

convert G floating to 8-bit integer (2 op)

CVGI2

----

4

convert G floating to 16-bit integer (2 op)

CVGI4

----

4

convert G floating to 32-bit integer

CVRGI4

----

4

convert G floating to 32-bit integer

ASH8

----

4

64-bit arithmetic shift

MULE

----

8

extended multiply

CVFD

----

4

convert F to D

CVFG

----

4

convert F to G

CVID1

----

4

convert 8-bit int to D floating

CVID2

----

4

convert 16-bit int to D floating

CVID4

----

4

convert 32-bit int to D floating

CVIG1

----

4

convert 8-bit int to G floating

CVIG2

----

4

convert 16-bit int to G floating

CVIG4

----

4

convert 32-bit int to G floating

ADDD

----

4

add D floating

ADDG

----

4

add G floating

SUBD

----

4

subtract D floating

SUBG

----

4

subtract G floating

MULD

----

4

multiply D floating

MULG

----

4

multiply G floating

MULDI

----

4

multiply D floating

MULGI

----

4

multiply G floating

MULDF

----

4

multiply D floating

MULGF

----

4

multiply G floating

DIVD

----

4

divide D floating

DIVG

----

4

divide G floating
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Appendix B Benchmark Input and Output
Sort Input File (‘sort <file>’)
zbmxjyranfyfjuhgjdstuxntlmhpbmfbosyxqpyduwjerqlate
tobhintqdvdjwrbvprkovfkekcvwdoaxdcemqxctsfdpxeknwv
bsbmwmpsishjpkltwbrzvkfyzcdkqafssgepsthbmokbzwvwym
vtwasvdwfuwlmosrelllmxaxzztuvrgrlcsdywzeqwpcliuptf
bgdcdcbwwxodozfhdedditzywkgraawcgaejdggadudsujzxnd
bwwavtlbkmbhohhsrkyxlcsovnxvllymivndoyezkggzoorgzq
ektxypkwkvijiqevttuytffzeuowannexgbwwltghbqqsvmmpg
bsbmwmpsishjpkccwijyzaqumdjsoreezupvgaefpllgooilxs
eqedzxrrcwrwmmdmrjcdvirjrcgjmcbmsgpsegkgdbdpogbfpe
vtedanpcpcvwroayyhbalqorsuhxdskdmohmbworyknqyooxvq
bsbmwmpsishjpkltwbrzvfvqusmlptsbsshypqxwdisxfqnsed
bsbmwmpsishjbtpsqmvzetfuhxzknguxeyanntqvnlvpflhwxd
txdywoldiihhjvvdmqqymfdxmavqvxmvuqtrffvoodvxyqalhr
vtedanjjmfedzvieqwsurqsirepiojfbappnpzwcebfdwoinla
tobhiqskwullkzbjwdoxjruyzhjapmrqxzuzpnkmiwxtvzcrdq
bsbmwmpsishjpkpenbnjzgeyjwbzkoityqjszpyzlcybfngtpt
eqedzxrrcwrhrughsgsvetbszuhtxwsfjbiyjxbafdhxxoequx
eqedzkfwckgdtenqgnwjvuhkzxfwkfnxxefxolurvavoejflwc
txdywoldiihhjvvdmqudmiivotsrnlopokpwcyjigustdssgim
bsbmwmzupoizdeccoljjedmwvtficadurnfapeuftdfwhhzwsi

Sort Output
bgdcdcbwwxodozfhdedditzywkgraawcgaejdggadudsujzxnd
bsbmwmpsishjbtpsqmvzetfuhxzknguxeyanntqvnlvpflhwxd
bsbmwmpsishjpkccwijyzaqumdjsoreezupvgaefpllgooilxs
bsbmwmpsishjpkltwbrzvfvqusmlptsbsshypqxwdisxfqnsed
bsbmwmpsishjpkltwbrzvkfyzcdkqafssgepsthbmokbzwvwym
bsbmwmpsishjpkpenbnjzgeyjwbzkoityqjszpyzlcybfngtpt
bsbmwmzupoizdeccoljjedmwvtficadurnfapeuftdfwhhzwsi
bwwavtlbkmbhohhsrkyxlcsovnxvllymivndoyezkggzoorgzq
ektxypkwkvijiqevttuytffzeuowannexgbwwltghbqqsvmmpg
eqedzkfwckgdtenqgnwjvuhkzxfwkfnxxefxolurvavoejflwc
eqedzxrrcwrhrughsgsvetbszuhtxwsfjbiyjxbafdhxxoequx
eqedzxrrcwrwmmdmrjcdvirjrcgjmcbmsgpsegkgdbdpogbfpe
tobhintqdvdjwrbvprkovfkekcvwdoaxdcemqxctsfdpxeknwv
tobhiqskwullkzbjwdoxjruyzhjapmrqxzuzpnkmiwxtvzcrdq
txdywoldiihhjvvdmqqymfdxmavqvxmvuqtrffvoodvxyqalhr
txdywoldiihhjvvdmqudmiivotsrnlopokpwcyjigustdssgim
vtedanjjmfedzvieqwsurqsirepiojfbappnpzwcebfdwoinla
vtedanpcpcvwroayyhbalqorsuhxdskdmohmbworyknqyooxvq
vtwasvdwfuwlmosrelllmxaxzztuvrgrlcsdywzeqwpcliuptf
zbmxjyranfyfjuhgjdstuxntlmhpbmfbosyxqpyduwjerqlate

Grep Input File (‘grep xg[ue] <file>’)
dlefugapkcuxooufczthwvsveydmmvnphsvczvsjymgmabrdbl
lxgetkcwxosleadzccvvmtitgiuxmvjxtpbnaejytcjxdmxgpt
bbnjvtspqflzcfpespjcncfwaijyozrpaezvxrlowxozddevsn
ygqddrlnpzmgpnlojigvwdskcwohsgvqnlurcfesfqyvekjnsq
iptbzwxodquygikazngefmuehzormghvwbxvxvjalezsnjsnwz
rcmmgululxbttxurtsmdsyirqvbjjxiazvmgpxabvcuozpgths
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waqfshbtqkrzkruwxjtylpbfdavjuccrdtwvaxoqhgprxkovuh
lxgwgkqjnhmgdhhbwxidnaayowswqxtliuipfyysglzkshlpet
rcmmgululxbttfxzdqgoqqhxbxbvqupjlyzucgbazrsawpzzff
lxgwgkqjnhmhtujawkzncajrzjxfxtbumzohtywcswkmrtmnem
bbnjvtspqfltajmyfoqcycuspiwcjdoubboxtgnmspftyrregi
bbnkuctyrozscxlikybaeuzvmdcvlhgnfhxakrycfyvhwhqhfs
iptkhvwpcjukgvvxuxdttlpabwfudphkuivcdrrgamrgimecki
lxgetkcwxosleadzccvvhpiuulfchivsmrawhmveipkzluhzkp
lxgwgkqaxtnpujwgeboulnffveqkejpmwpgoqhpobcdwlacqbr
lxgujlzsbloqschzrwbuzxgazwbrhoxxhxsqjrjkdxbvaiusew
bbnjvtspqflfnrofaziyaezjzsnvfroywhocrmwzhxfvpuaqtj
lxgetkcwxoslyhvkduraanquogoyvjljmypegancksgizbsdwk
lxgufkwowfbvvfcvtfgllplmhpjstfqoxdpcolrlqsgmyjhsoo
lxgufkwounyycbmntyemeqkoyccngcqwpbblfananmypnldgji

Grep Output
lxgetkcwxosleadzccvvmtitgiuxmvjxtpbnaejytcjxdmxgpt
lxgetkcwxosleadzccvvhpiuulfchivsmrawhmveipkzluhzkp
lxgujlzsbloqschzrwbuzxgazwbrhoxxhxsqjrjkdxbvaiusew
lxgetkcwxoslyhvkduraanquogoyvjljmypegancksgizbsdwk
lxgufkwowfbvvfcvtfgllplmhpjstfqoxdpcolrlqsgmyjhsoo
lxgufkwounyycbmntyemeqkoyccngcqwpbblfananmypnldgji

Diff Input File (‘diff <file1> <file2>’)
/*
* Copyright (c) 1980 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved. The Berkeley software License Agreement
* specifies the terms and conditions for redistribution.
*
*
@(#)stdio.h 5.7 (Berkeley) 5/27/89
*/
#ifndef NULL
#define
NULL
#endif

0

#ifndef FILE
#define
BUFSIZ
extern
struct
int
char
char
int
short
char
} _iob[];

1024
_iobuf {
_cnt;
*_ptr;
*_base;
_bufsiz;
_flag;
_file;

/* should be unsigned char */
/* ditto */

/* should be short */

/*
* Copyright (c) 1980 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved. The Berkeley software License Agreement
* specifies the terms and conditions for redistribution.
*
*
@(#)stdio.h 5.7 (Berkeley) 27 MAY 1989
*/
#ifndef FILE
#define
BUFSIZ

1024
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extern

struct
int
char
char
int
short
char

_iobuf {
_cnt;
*_ptr;
*_base;
_bufsiz;
_flag;
_file;

@(#)stdio.h

5.7 (Berkeley) 5/27/89

@(#)stdio.h

5.7 (Berkeley) 27 MAY 1989

/* should be unsigned char */
/* ditto */

/* should be short */

} _iob[];

Diff Output
6c6
*
--*
8,11d7

#ifndef NULL
#define
NULL
#endif

0

Compress Input File (‘compress <file>’)
/*
* Copyright (c) 1985 The Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted
* provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are
* duplicated in all such forms and that any documentation,
* advertising materials, and other materials related to such
* distribution and use acknowledge that the software was developed
* by the University of California, Berkeley. The name of the
* University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this software without specific prior written permission.
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ‘‘AS IS’’ AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
*
* All recipients should regard themselves as participants in an ongoing
* research project and hence should feel obligated to report their
* experiences (good or bad) with these elementary function codes, using
* the sendbug(8) program, to the authors.
*
*
@(#)math.h
4.7 (Berkeley) 9/22/88
*/
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

double
double
double
double
double
double
double

asinh(), acosh(), atanh();
erf(), erfc();
exp(), expm1(), log(), log10(), log1p(), pow();
fabs(), floor(), ceil(), rint();
lgamma();
hypot(), cabs();
copysign(), drem(), logb(), scalb();

#if defined(vax) || defined(tahoe)
extern double infnan();
#endif
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extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
#define

int finite();
double j0(), j1(), jn(), y0(), y1(), yn();
double sin(), cos(), tan(), asin(), acos(), atan(), atan2();
double sinh(), cosh(), tanh();
double cbrt(), sqrt();
double modf(), ldexp(), frexp(), atof();
HUGE

1.701411733192644270e38

Cpp Input File (‘cpp <file>’)
/* hello.c */
#include <stdio.h>
main()
{
char *greet = "Hello, world\n";
while (*greet) {
putchar(*greet++);
}
}

/usr/include/stdio.h
/*
* Copyright (c) 1980 Regents of the University of California.
* All rights reserved. The Berkeley software License Agreement
* specifies the terms and conditions for redistribution.
*
*
@(#)stdio.h 5.6 (Berkeley) 2/21/89
*/
# ifndef FILE
#define
BUFSIZ
extern
struct
int
char
char
int
short
char
} _iob[];

1024
_iobuf {
_cnt;
*_ptr;
*_base;
_bufsiz;
_flag;
_file;

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

_IOREAD
_IOWRT
_IONBF
_IOMYBUF
_IOEOF
_IOERR
_IOSTRG
_IOLBF
_IORW
NULL
FILE
EOF

01
02
04
010
020
040
0100
0200
0400
0
struct _iobuf
(-1)

#define

stdin

(&_iob[0])
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/* should be unsigned char */
/* ditto */

/* should be short */

#define
stdout
(&_iob[1])
#define
stderr
(&_iob[2])
#ifndef lint
#define
getc(p)
(--(p)-_cnt=0? (int)(*(unsigned char *)(p)_ptr++):_filbuf(p))
#endif not lint
#define
getchar()
getc(stdin)
#ifndef lint
#define putc(x, p)
(--(p)-_cnt = 0 ?\
(int)(*(unsigned char *)(p)-_ptr++ = (x)) :\
(((p)-_flag & _IOLBF) && -(p)-_cnt (p)-_bufsiz ?\
((*(p)-_ptr = (x)) != ’\n’ ?\
(int)(*(unsigned char *)(p)-_ptr++) :\
_flsbuf(*(unsigned char *)(p)-_ptr, p)) :\
_flsbuf((unsigned char)(x), p)))
#endif not lint
#define
putchar(x)
putc(x,stdout)
#define
feof(p)
(((p)-_flag&_IOEOF)!=0)
#define
ferror(p)
(((p)-_flag&_IOERR)!=0)
#define
fileno(p)
((p)-_file)
#define
clearerr(p) ((p)-_flag &= ~(_IOERR|_IOEOF))
FILE
FILE
FILE
FILE
long
char
char
int
# endif

*fopen();
*fdopen();
*freopen();
*popen();
ftell();
*fgets();
*gets();
sprintf();

#define
char
char

L_cuserid
9
*getlogin();
*cuserid();

/* here until everyone does it right */

/* posix says it goes in stdio.h :( */

Cpp Output
# 1 "hello.c"

# 1 "/usr/include/stdio.h"

extern

struct
int
char
char
int
short

_iobuf {
_cnt;
*_ptr;
*_base;
_bufsiz;
_flag;
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char

_file;

} _iob[];

struct
struct
struct
struct
long
char
char
int

_iobuf
_iobuf
_iobuf
_iobuf
ftell();
*fgets();
*gets();
sprintf();

*fopen();
*fdopen();
*freopen();
*popen();

char
*getlogin();
char
*cuserid();
# 4 "hello.c"
main()
{
char *greet = "Hello, world\n";
while (*greet) {
(--((&_iob[1]))-_cnt = 0
(int)(*(unsigned char *)((&_iob[1]))-_ptr++ = (*greet++))
:
((((&_iob[1]))-_flag & 0200) && -((&_iob[1]))-_cnt ((&_iob[1]))
-_bufsiz ?
((*((&_iob[1]))-_ptr = (*greet++)) != ’\n’ ?
char *)((&_iob[1]))-_ptr++) :
_flsbuf
(*(unsigned char *)((&_iob[1]))-_ptr, (&_iob[1]))) :
_flsbuf((unsigned char)(*greet++), (&_iob[1]))));
}
}
?
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